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Qumran Questions
By James H. Charlesworth
this collection of ten studies aims to 
reconstruct the history and theology 
of early Judaism. Various topics 
are covered, such as the progress 
made on the new edition of the 
Genesis apocryphon, the philological 
understanding of Psalm 155, the 
laws regarding prophets in early 
Judaism, and an examination of literatures predicting the 
destruction of the temple
210pp, Sheffield Academic Press, 1995, 9781850757702, 
Paperback, was £19.99

Now £3.95

Arabia Felix
an exploration of the 
archaeological history of yemen

By Alessandro de Maigret
yemen's archaeological treasures 
tell the story of a rich pre-
Islamic civilisation of international 
significance. alessandro de Maigret, 
doyen of the archaeologists of the 
region, sifts through all the archaeological evidence 
to present a definitive account of the evolution of a 
civilisation of high significance.
384pp, b/w illus, Stacey International, 2009, 
9781906768041, Hardback, was £19.95

Now £7.95

Persia and the West
By John Boardman
this study by John boardman 
discusses in detail the architecture, 
sculpture and monumental arts of the 
Persians; their experimentation, the 
sources of their artistic styles and the 
creation of a distinctly Persian style.
255pp, many b/w illus, Thames and 
Hudson, 2000, 9780500051023, Hardback, was £36.00

Now £14.95

Lost Treasures of the 
Bible
By Clyde E. Fant and Mitchell G. Reddish
this book describes and analyses 
over one hundred artefacts on display 
in museums around the world, linking 
them into a roughly chronological 
overview of ancient near eastern 
history.
471pp, b/w illus, col pls, William B. Eerdmans, 2008, 
9780802828811, Paperback, was £24.99

Now £9.95

Piety and Politics
the dynamics of royal authority 
in homeric Greece, biblical Israel, 
and old babylonian Mesopotamia

By Dale Launderville
Focusing on homeric Greece, biblical 
Israel, and old Meso-potamia, this 
comparative and thematic study 
assesses the role of the king as a 
divine messenger and his use of, and reliance on, piety 
to legitimate his position and ensure the compliance of 
his subjects.
407pp, William B. Eerdmans, 2003, 9780802839947, 
Hardback, was £75.00

Now £14.95

The Sword and the 
Stylus
an Introduction to wisdom 
in the age of empires

By Leo G. Perdue
In this introduction to ancient 
wisdom literature, leo Perdue 
argues that it can only be properly 
understood in its historical and 
social contexts. he shows how wisdom texts reflect 
a vast array of different and changing moral systems, 
epistemologies, and religious understandings.
502pp, William B. Eerdmans, 2008, 9780802862457, 
Paperback, was £31.99

Now £9.95

Alexander to 
Constantine
By Eric M. Meyers and Mark A Chancey
this comprehensive and richly 
illustrated book explores the 
archaeological record of the land 
of the bible from its conquest by 
alexander the Great in the fourth 
century b.c.e. until the reign of the 
roman emperor constantine in the fourth century 
c.e. In particular the authors explore the impact of 
hellenism on the evolution of Judaism and christianity 
during this period.
400pp, col illus, Yale University Press, 2014, 
9780300205831, Paperback, was £21.00

Now £7.95

Neo-Sumerian 
Account Texts from 
Drehem
Edited by Clarence Elwood 
Keiser and Shin Theke Kang
the mound of drehem was occupied 
for only a short period of time 
toward the end of the second 
millennium bc, and served as a depot 
for the many payments in kind to which the kings of 
Ur subjected their people. the more than 600 texts 
published in this volume all emanate from drehem, and 
throw light on the political, religious, and economic life 
of the neo-sumerian period.
192pp, Yale University Press, 1977, 9780300012965, 
Hardback, was £40.00

Now £12.95

The Archaeology of 
Jerusalem
By Katharina Galor and 
Hanswulf Bloedhorn
In this sweeping and lavishly 
illustrated history, katharina Galor 
and hanswulf bloedhorn survey 
nearly four thousand years of human 
settlement and building activity in 
Jerusalem, from prehistoric times through the ottoman 
period. the study is structured chronologically, exploring 
the city's material culture, including fortifications and 
water systems as well as key sacred, civic, and domestic 
architecture.
320pp, b/w and col illus, Yale University Press, 2013, 
9780300111958, Hardback, was £65.00

Now £17.95

Intermezzo
Intermediacy and regeneration 
in Middle Minoan II crete

Edited by Colin F. Macdonald 
and Carl Knappett
these papers cover most key sites 
where Middle Minoan III occupation 
has been identified. the aim has been 
to rehabilitate Middle Minoan III as a 
dynamic period in crete and also on thera, in order to 
provide a better understanding of socio-political change 
across the island and beyond in the latter part of the 
Middle bronze age.
227pp, British School at Athens, 2013, 9780904887679, 
Hardback, was £79.00

Now £9.95

Knossos: Protopalatial 
Deposits in Early 
Magazine A and the 
South-West Houses
By Colin F. Macdonald
this volume represents the first 
complete publication of sub stantial 
deposits dating to this period, 
specifically the Middle Minoan Ib and 
IIa phases. they are presented with their contexts, the 
stratified pottery and small finds.
204pp, British School at Athens, 2007, 9780904887532, 
Hardback, was £68.00

Now £14.95

Palaikastro Block M 
The Proto- and 
Neopalatial Town
By Carl Knappett and Tim Cunningham
block M is a substantial architectural 
complex comprising three large 
buildings at the heart of the 
Minoan town of Palaikastro. these 
investigations have helped to elucidate 
the character of this important town during the Middle 
and early late bronze ages, and offer valuable evidence 
for relations between eastern crete and sites in the 
centre of the island such as knossos.
338pp, British School at Athens, 2012, 9780904887655, 
Hardback, was £115.00

Now £9.95

The Pottery from 
Karphi
By Leslie Preston Day
the site of karphi, high above the 
lasithi plateau, remains one of 
the most extensively investigated 
settlements of early Iron age Greece; 
it was excavated by the british school 
at athens under the direction of 
John Pendlebury in 1937-39. this volume now presents 
a thorough study of the karphi pottery, much hitherto 
unpublished, accompanied by copious new drawings and 
photographs.
392pp, British School at Athens, 2011, 9780904887631, 
Hardback, was £95.00

Now £9.50

Social Archaeology of 
Households in 
Neolithic Greece
By Stella Souvati
Using detailed case studies from 
neolithic Greece, stella souvatzi 
examines how the household is 
defined socially, culturally, and 
historically; she discusses household 
and community, variability, production and reproduction, 
individual and collective agency, identity, change, 
complexity, and integration.
309pp, b/w illus, Cambridge University Press, 2008, 
9780521836890, Hardback, was £82.00

Now £19.95

Stone Vessels and 
Values in the Bronze 
Age Mediterranean
By Andrew Bevan
andrew bevan explores this diverse 
and prolific industry in all its many 
facets, bringing some clarity to an 
artefact which has the potential to 
reveal much about the nature of 
bronze age production, the function and use of certain 
objects, the movement of people, ideas and goods, as 
well as the value ascribed to such objects, all of which 
are covered in the book.
301pp, b/w figs and pls, Cambridge University Press, 2007, 
9780521880800, Hardback, was £72.00

Now £19.95

Archaeology and the 
Emergence of Greece
By Anthony Snodgrass
collected essays. the initial papers 
illustrate how classical studies, or 
classical archaeology, has changed 
over the past forty years, the 
subjects that are now considered, 
the approaches taken and methods 
of reserach applied. subsequent papers are arranged 
thematically into the early Iron age, the early polis at 
home and abroad, the early polis at war, early Greek art, 
and archaeological survey.
Cornell University Press, 2006, 9780801473548, 
Paperback, was £40.50

Now £9.95

Helen of Troy
By Bettany Hughes
Focusing on the 'real' helen (the 
possibility of a flesh and blood 
helen), bettany hughes reconstructs 
the context of life in bronze age 
Greece for this elusive prehistoric 
princess. through the eyes of a young 
aristocratic Mycenaean woman, 
hughes looks at the social and 
political minutiae that would have made helen who she 
was: her palaces, her slaves, her jewellery, her feasts, her 
games, the religious rituals she would have presided over.
Jonathan Cape, 2013, 9781400076000, Paperback, was 
£16.99

Now £5.95

A Test of Time and A 
Test of Time Revisited
the Volcano of thera and the 
chronology and history of the 
aegean and east Mediterranean in 
the mid second Millennium bc

By Sturt Manning
a test of time, first published in 1999, 
sought to resolve the dating of the 
eruption of the thera volcano, suggesting a new‘early’ 
chronology for the aegean c. 1700–1400 bc. this edition 
comprises the original, unrevised text, together with a 
substantial new appended essay which critically reviews 
the continuing debate between 1999 and 2012.
672pp, Oxbow Books, 2014, 9781782972198, Hardback, 
was £48.00

Now £14.95

Back to the Beginning
reassessing social and Political 
complexity on crete during the 
early and Middle bronze age

Edited by I. Schoep, P. Tomkins 
and J. M. Driessen
these papers re-evaluate our 
theories and models and ask anew 
what we really know about social 
and political complexity on crete from the end of the 
neolithic to Middle Minoan II (c.3600-1750/00 bc).
352pp, 90 b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2011, 9781842174319, 
Paperback, was £40.00

Now £7.95

Chariots and Other 
Wheeled Vehicles in 
Italy Before the 
Roman Empire
By J. H. Crouwel
this book presents evidence for 
transport by wheeled vehicle in Italy 
before the roman Imperial period. 
the major part is concerned with 
the vehicles themselves - two-wheeled chariots and 
carts and four-wheeled wagons - their construction, the 
ways in which their draught animals were harnessed and 
controlled, and the uses to which the equipages were 
put.
248pp, over 170 b/w figs and plates, Oxbow Books, 2012, 
9781842174678, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £9.95

Communicating 
Identity in Italic Iron 
Age Communities
Edited by Margarita Gleba 
and Helle W. Horsnaes
explores the many and varied 
identities of the Italic peoples of the 
Iron age, and how specific objects, 
places and ideas might have been 
involved in generating, mediating and communicating 
these identities. a wide range of evidence is discussed 
including funerary iconography, grave offerings, pottery, 
vase-painting, coins, spindles and distaffs and the 
excavation of settlements.
228pp, 108 b/w and col illus, Oxbow Books, 2011, 
9781842179918, Hardback, was £40.00

Now £9.95

Exotica in the 
Prehistoric 
Mediterranean
Edited by Andrea Vianello
this book examines how exotic 
materials were exchanged and used 
across the Mediterranean from the 
neolithic era to the Iron age, focusing 
on the bronze age. a variety of 
materials and interpretative approaches are presented 
through several case studies. these emphasise how the 
value of exotic materials depended on the context in 
which they were consumed.
216pp, 8 pages of colour illustrations, b/w illustrations, 
Oxbow Books, 2011, 9781842174241, Paperback, was 
£34.00

Now £9.95

On the Margins of 
Southwest Asia
cyprus during the 6th 
to 4th Millennia bc

By Joanne Clarke
this book examines social change 
in cyprus during the 6th to 4th 
millennia bc. It is proposed that 
many of the observable differ ences 
between mainland south west asia and cyprus during 
this period are the result of divergent adaptive strategies 
in response to different environmental conditions, low 
population density and low resource stress.
160pp, 33 b/w illus and tables, Oxbow Books, 2007, 
9781842172810, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £9.95

Textile Production in 
Pre-Roman Italy
By Margarita Gleba
this book examines the 
archaeological evidence for textile 
production in Italy from the transition 
between the bronze age and early 
Iron ages until the roman expansion 
(1000-400 bce), and sheds light on 
both the process of technological development and the 
emergence of large urban centres with specialised crafts
280pp, Oxbow Books, 2008, 9781842173305, Hardback, 
was £45.00

Now £14.95
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The Emergence of 
Civilisation
the cyclades and the aegean 
in the third Millennium bc

By Colin Renfrew and John Cherry
this new edition reprints the original 
text of renfrew's groundbreaking 
study, supplemented with a new 
introduction by the author and a 
foreword by John cherry
650pp, Oxbow Books, 2017, 9780977409471, Hardback, 
was £80.00

Now £14.95

Well Built Mycenae, 
Fascicule 27
By D. Evely and Curtis Runnels
this fascicule describes the ground 
stone objects from the 1959-69 
excavations at Mycenae. don evely 
describes the vases (36 complete and 
fragmentary pieces including `Minoan’ 
birds’ nest bowls and Mycenaean 
piriform jars,, fragments of rhyta and legged mortars) 
and other objects (inlays in valuable stones such as 
lapis lazuli and lapis lacedaemonius , mushroom shaped 
pommels, a steatite jewellery mould and other items). 
curtis runnels discusses sixteen domestic millstones.
44pp, with figs and photo, Oxbow Books, 1992, 
9780946897353, Paperback, was £24.00

Now £5.00

Woven Threads
Edited by Maria C. Shaw 
and Anne. P. Chapin
this volume investigates evidence 
for patterned textiles that were 
produced by two early Mediterranean 
civilisations: the Minoans of crete 
and the Mycenaeans of mainland 
Greece. only a few small scraps 
of textiles survive but evidence 
for their production is abundant and  frescoes supply 
detailed information about a wide variety of now-lost 
textile goods from luxurious costumes and beautifully 
patterned wall hangings and carpets, to more utilitarian 
decorated fabrics.
264pp, Oxbow Books, 2015, 9781785700583, Hardback, 
was £40.00

Now £14.95

Economics of Religion 
in the Mycenaean 
World
By Lisa Bendall and Lisa Maria Bendall
this book uses the economic 
information about religion contained 
in the Mycenaean linear b tablets to 
ask a simple but important question: 
what proportion of the resources 
available to the palaces was directed towards support 
for religion?
350pp, Oxford University School of Archaeology, 2007, 
9781905905027, Hardback, was £40.00

Now £14.95

Morgantina Studies IV
the Protohistoric settlement 
on the cittadella

By Robert Leighton
the protohistoric settlement at 
Morgantina was the first substantial 
habitation site of the period to have 
been revealed in central sicily, and 
valuable  information was obtained 
regarding the nature of dwellings and burials, together 
with a wide range of artifacts.
240pp, with 39 figs and 164 plates., Princeton University 
Press, 1993, 9780691040158, Hardback, was £120.00

Now £14.95

Rome
day one

By Andrea Carandini
carandini, drawing on his own 
excavations as well as historical and 
literary sources, argues that the core 
of rome's founding myth is not purely 
mythical. In this illustrated account, 
he makes the case that a king whose 
name might have been romulus founded rome one 
april 21st in the mid-eighth century bc, most likely in a 
ceremony in which a white bull and cow pulled a plow 
to trace the position of a wall marking the blessed soil 
of the new city.
172pp, b/w illus, Princeton University Press, 2011, 
9780691139227, Hardback, was £19.95

Now £7.95

The Man Who 
Deciphered Linear B
the story of Michael Ventris

By Andrew Robinson
a fascinating account of the life, 
background, research and discoveries 
of Michael Ventris, the man who in 
1952 deciphered the ancient linear b 
script. In particular, robinson tracks 
the problems that Ventris encountered in cracking 
the code, the moments of breakthrough and how he 
eventually revealed the meaning of the script.
168pp, b/w illus, Thames and Hudson, 2002, 
9780500289983, Paperback, was £8.95

Now £4.95

Etruscan Myth, Sacred 
History and Legend
By Nancy Thomson de Grummond
the study of etruscan myth is a 
notoriously tricky business, since 
there are no written accounts to 
use as evidence. nevertheless in 
this massively detailed account de 
Grummond argues that a distinctly 
etruscan mythology can be discerned, and describes its 
features as well as etruscan religious practice.
270pp, col and b/w illus, CD Rom, University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2006, 9781931707862, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £14.95

Armées grecques et 
romaines dans le nord 
des Balkans
Edited by Aliénor Rufin Solas, Marie-
Gabrielle Parisaki and Elpida Kosmidou
a collection of conference 
proceedings on the balkans during the 
hellenistic and roman periods, which 
focus on the interlinked themes of 
coinage and the military. Papers in French and english.
229pp, Akanthina, 2013, 9788393655809, Hardback, was 
£45.00

Now £9.95

Athlone History of 
Witchcraft and Magic 
in Europe Volume 2
ancient Greece and rome

By Valerie I. J. Flint, Richard Gordon, 
Georg Luck and Daniel Ogden
contains essays on: curse tablets and 
voodoo dolls  (d ogden); witches 
and sorcerers in classical literature  (G luck); Imagining 
Greek and roman magic  (r Gordon); demonisation of 
magic and sorcery in late antiquity (V Flint).
395pp, Athlone Press, 1999, 9780485891027, Paperback, 
was £54.99

Now £7.95

The Classical World
an epic history from 
homer to hadrian

By Robin Lane Fox
this new history takes a 
chronological approach, encompassing 
the entire breadth of the classical 
world, from archaic Greece to the 
height of Imperial rome. robin lane 
Fox makes this enormous topic endlessly fascinating, 
his narrative is engaging and amusing, and the move 
away from a thematic structure makes the book wholly 
approachable.
672pp, b/w illus, Basic Books, 2008, 9780465024971, 
Paperback, was £16.99

Now £6.95

Masterpieces of 
Classical Art
By Dyfri Williams
158 artefacts from the british 
Museum's world class classical 
collections are beatifully presented in 
this full colour book. the text draws 
out significant and unusual features of 
the works, discusses their historical 
and archaeological context and in some cases acquisition 
and conservation.
360pp, col illus, British Museum Press, 2009, 
9780714122540, Hardback, was £19.99

Now £7.95

Cambridge World 
History of Slavery, 
Volume 1
the ancient Mediterranean world

By Keith R. Bradley and Paul Cartledge
a detailed survey of slavery in 
the ancient Mediterranean world. 
although chapters are devoted to 
the ancient near east and the Jews, 
its principal concern is with the societies of ancient 
Greece and rome. In twenty-two chapters, leading 
scholars explore the centrality of slavery in ancient 
Mediterranean life using a wide range of textual and 
material evidence.
620pp, b/w illus, Cambridge University Press, 2011, 
9780521840668, Hardback, was £134.00

Now £39.95

Domestic Space in 
Classical Antiquity
By Lisa C. Nevett
housing is shaped by culturally-
specific expectations about the kinds 
of architecture and furnishings that 
are appropriate; about how and 
where different activities should be 
carried out; and by and with whom. It 
is those expectations, and the wider social and cultural 
systems of which they are a part, that are explored in 
this volume.
178pp, b/w illus, Cambridge University Press, 2010, 
9780521789455, Paperback, was £24.99

Now £6.95

Winckelmann's Images 
from the Ancient 
World
Greek, roman, etruscan and egyptian

Edited by Stanley Appelbaum
this landmark 1767 publication 
boasts more than 200 outstanding 
engravings of ancient monuments. In 
addition to reproductions of all the 
images from the original volume, this edition includes 
newly translated text and captions and an introduction 
to winckelmann's life and work.
144pp, b/w illus, Dover Publications, 2010, 
9780486472171, Paperback, was £13.99

Now £5.95

Reading Ancient 
Slavery
By Richard Alston
twelve essays develop a variety 
of theoretical positions, reading 
practices and interpretive strategies 
for recovering the psychological, 
emotional and social impact of 
ancient slavery. subjects include 
homer, aristotle, Greek drama, visual images, roman 
poetry and imperial roman dream interpretation.
320pp, Gerald Duckworth and Co Ltd., 2011, 
9780715638682, Paperback, was £34.99

Now £9.95

The Epic Hero
By Dean A. Miller
Miller's lengthy study aims to provide 
a detailed typology of the hero in 
western myth, from odysseus and 
aeneas to beowulf, with reference 
to the legends of India and Persia. he 
places the hero within the physical 
landscape and within a social and 
political context.
501pp, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000, 
9780801862397, Hardback, was £56.50

Now £12.95

Graeco-Roman Slave 
Markets
Fact or Fiction?

By Monika Truemper
this book critically examines the 
existence and identification of 
purpose-built slave markets in the 
Graeco-roman world from a cross-
cultural perspective. It investigates 
whether certain ancient monuments were designed 
specifically for use as slave markets and whether they 
required special equipment and safety precautions, 
allowing them to be clearly distinguished from other 
nonspecific commercial buildings and marketplaces.
160pp, 8 col pls, 41 b/w illus, 1 map, Oxbow Books, 2010, 
9780977409488, Hardback, was £36.00

Now £9.95

Greek and Roman 
Textiles and Dress
Edited by Mary Harlow and 
Marie-Louise Nosch
Multiple aspects of the production 
of textiles and the social meaning 
of dress are included here to offer 
the reader an up-to-date account of 
the state of current research. the 
volume opens up the range of questions that can now 
be answered when looking at fragments of textiles and 
examining written and iconographic images of dressed 
individuals in a range of media.
320pp, Fully colour illustrated, Oxbow Books, 2015, 
9781782977155, Hardback, was £48.00

Now £14.95

KOINE
Mediterranean studies in 
honor of r. ross holloway

Edited by Derek Counts 
and Anthony Tuck
24 papers grouped in four sections: I. 
a View of classical art: Iconography 
in context; II. crossroads of 
the Mediterranean: cultural 
entanglements across the connecting sea; III. coins as 
culture: art and coinage from sicily; and IV. discovery 
and discourse, archaeology and Interpretation.
288pp, 137b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2009, 
9781842173794, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £9.95

Medicine and Healing 
in the Ancient 
Mediterranean World
Edited by D. Michaelides
these papers grouped under a 
series of headings: medicine and 
archaeology; media (online access 
to electronic corpus); the aegean; 
medical authors/schools of medicine; 
surgery; medicaments and cures; skeletal remains; 
new research in cyprus; asklepios and incubation; and 
byzantine, arab and medieval sources.
446pp, b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2014, 9781782972358, 
Hardback, was £65.00

Now £14.95

Rough Cilicia
new historical and 
archaeological approaches

Edited by Michael C. Hoff 
and Rhys F. Townsend
the region of rough cilicia (modern 
area the south-western coastal 
area of turkey), known in antiquity 
as cilicia tracheia, constitutes the 
western part of the larger area of cilicia. the twenty-
two papers presented here give a useful overview on 
current research on the region, from the bronze age to 
the byzantine period, with a variety of methods, from 
surveys to excavations.
320pp, 260 col illus., Oxbow Books, 2013, 
9781842175187, Hardback, was £65.00

Now £14.95

From Polypragmon to 
Curiosus
ancient concepts of curious 
and Meddlesome behaviour

By Matthew Leigh
study of how Greek and latin writers 
describe curious, meddlesome, and 
exaggerated behaviour. Founded on 
a detailed investigation of a family of 
Greek terms, often treated as synonymous with each 
other, and of the latin words used to describe them, 
opening chapters survey how they were used in Greek 
and latin literature, while later chapters adopt a more 
thematic approach.
262pp, Oxford University Press, 2013, 9780199668618, 
Hardback, was £71.00

Now £19.95

Gender: Antiquity and 
its Legacy
By Brooke Holmes
In this short, lively book, the author 
offers a sophisticated and historically 
rounded reading of gender in 
antiquity in order to map out the 
future of contemporary gender 
studies. by re-examining ancient 
notions of sexual difference, bodies, culture, and identity, 
holmes shows that Plato, aristotle, the stoics, epicureans 
and others force us to reassess what is at stake in 
present-day discussions about gender.
213pp, Oxford University Press, 2013, 9780195380835, 
Paperback, was £16.99

Now £5.95
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Religion: Antiquity and 
Its Legacy
By Jörg Rupke
examining such topics as the 
functions of priests and religious 
functionaries; religious individualism; 
the relationship between religion 
and political identity; the acceptance 
of the pagan Julian calendar by 
christians; and contrasting ancient and modern 
understandings of divination, rupke shows that study of 
pre-modern culture enables us more daringly to explore 
the contemporary religious world.
192pp, Oxford University Press, 2013, 9780195380774, 
Paperback, was £12.99

Now £4.95

Slavery: Antiquity and 
Its Legacy
By Page Dubois
as well as detailing the practical 
aspects of slavery through the ages, 
dubois sets aside the majority of the 
work for discussion of theoretical 
issues, such as the definition of 
slavery, and ancient and modern 
conceptions of slavery and freedom. she attempts as far 
as is possible to present the experience of slavery in the 
words of slaves as much as masters, exploring tactics of 
resistance and revolt.
154pp, Oxford University Press, 2010, 9780195380859, 
Paperback, was £12.99

Now £4.95

Fields of Death
By Richard Evans
by combining the ancient sources 
and latest archaeological findings with 
his personal observations on the 
ground, richard evans reanalyses a 
series of classical battles and sieges. 
he aims to identify their locations 
and explores the ways in which the 
course of the engagements were 
shaped by the terrain.
256pp, b/w illus, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2013, 
9781848847972, Hardback, was £19.99

Now £7.95

The Birth of Classical 
Europe
By Simon Price and Peter Thonemann
this comprehensive, readable survey 
of the classical past is ambitious in 
scope: it ranges from the aegean 
world of the second  millenium bc to 
augustine's city of God. More than 
that, it considers not only how the 
ancient world is remembered today but also how the 
Greeks and romans perceived and felt the influence of 
their own past.
398pp, b/w illus, col pls, Penguin Books Ltd, 2011, 
9780143120452, Paperback, was £19.99

Now £6.95

Chronicles of the 
Ancient World
By John Haywood
Interweaving Mesopotamian, egyptian, 
Persian, Greek and roman history, 
this book follows these burgeoning 
empires over 4,000 years, examining 
the delicate balance of power as they 
vied for territory, conquest and glory. 
From alexander the Great's 22,000-mile march on Persia 
to attila the hun's plunder of the roman empire, John 
haywood brings the most crucial battles and decisive 
campaigns to vivid life, and examines the extraordinary 
cultural achievements of these civilizations.
256pp, Quercus, 2015, 9781848668966, Paperback, was 
£9.99

Now £4.95

Snakes, Sands and 
Silphium
travels in classical libya

By Paul Wright
this collection of extracts from 
classical authors on subjects relating 
to ancient libya presents more than 
fifty writers from homer to the end 
of the roman empire and provides 
an eclectic mixture of descriptions of libya, its people, 
flora, fauna, climate, geography and episodes in its history 
as presented by politicians, poets, philosophers, priests, 
historians and soldiers, both native and foreign.
272pp, Silphium Press, 2011, 9781900971126, Paperback, 
was £15.00

Now £5.95

Panorama of the 
Classical World
By Nigel Jonathan Spivey
avoiding the chronological format 
that is usual in this type of broad 
survey, this panorama adopts a 
thematic approach, looking at how 
men and women lived their lives and 
constructed the world around them 
for over a thousand years. the scholarly yet accessible 
narrative is supported by many colour photographs of 
Greek and roman works of art, of buildings and ruins, 
portraits and artefacts, as well as numerous extracts 
from contemporary sources.
368pp, 400 col and 190 b/w illus, Thames and Hudson, 
2004, 9780500287712, Paperback, was £18.95

Now £7.95

The Genuine Teachers 
of This Art
rhetorical education in antiquity

By Jeffrey Walker
Jeffrey walker offers reconsiderations 
of rhetorical theories and 
schoolroom practices from early 
to late antiquity. he makes a case 
for considering rhetoric not as an 
aristotelian critical-theoretical discipline, but as an 
Isocratean pedagogical discipline, an art of producing 
speakers and writers.
352pp, University of South Carolina Press, 2012, 
9781611170160, Hardback, was £51.50

Now £12.95

Persian Fire
the First world empire and 
the battle for the west

By Tom Holland
a stylish popular narrative history of 
the Persian wars, with the focus far 
more traditionally Greek than the 
title might suggest.
447pp, col pls, Abacus, 2011, 
9780349117171, Paperback, was £12.99

Now £4.95

The Parthenon Enigma
By Joan Breton Connelly
a radical new interpretation of the 
meaning and purposes of one of 
the world's most iconic buildings. 
Joan breton connelly proposes that 
the Parthenon frieze depicts not 
the celebration of the Panathenaic 
festival, but instead the sacrifice of 
his daughter by king erectheus, the 
founder king of athens. In so doing she presents a far 
darker picture of athenian relgion and identity.
485pp, b/w illus, Alfred A Knopf, 2014, 9780307593382, 
Hardback, was £25.00

Now £7.95

Ancient Greek Pottery
By Michael Vickers
this full colour guide showcases 
a selection of vessels from the 
ashmolean's collection. Most of 
the pots were made in corinth and 
athens and transported to Italy 
and sicily where they served as 
grave offerings. Many are decorated 
with figures, which give an insight 
into Greek religion, warfare, sport, party-going and 
craftmanship.
80pp, col pls, Ashmolean Museum Publications, 1999, 
9781854441140, Paperback, was £8.95

Now £3.95

Athens
a history

By Robin Waterfield
In this well-written and accessible 
study, robin waterfield describes 
the `tragic drama’ that is athenian 
history, focusing on the events of 480 
to 340 bc. this is not a conventional 
narrative history, although 
chronological discussions are included, instead, robin 
waterfield focuses on key themes as well as the people 
who shaped athenian history and formed its legacy.
410pp, 34 col and b/w pls, Basic Books, 2004, 
9780465090631, Hardback, was £19.99

Now £5.95

A Shorter History of 
Greek Art
By Martin Robertson
this is the shorter work of the two 
volume set a history of Greek art, 
intended for a general readership. 
the abbreviation has been achieved 
by the selection of fewer objects for 
discussion rather than by a more 
summary treatment and the particular qualities of the 
larger history have been preserved.
240pp, b/w illus, Cambridge University Press, 1991, 
9780521280846, Paperback, was £35.99

Now £9.95

Classical Greece and 
the Birth of Western 
Art
By Andrew Stewart
this introductory guide provides 
historical context for the ‘classical 
revolution’ in art. andrew stewart 
examines Greek architecture, painting, 
and sculpture of the fifth and fourth 
centuries bc in relation to the great political, social, 
cultural, and intellectual issues of the period.
376pp, Cambridge University Press, 2008, 
9780521618359, Paperback, was £21.99

Now £7.95

Early Hellenistic 
Portraiture
Image, style, context

By Peter Schultz
this study examines the styles 
and contexts of portrait statues 
produced during the early hellenistic 
age. a team of experts investigates 
the problems of origins, patronage, 
setting, and meanings that have consistently marked this 
fascinating body of ancient material culture.
304pp, col and b/w illus, Cambridge University Press, 2007, 
9780521866590, Hardback, was £67.00

Now £19.95

The Conquests of 
Alexander the Great
By Waldeman Heckel
heckel provides a revisionist 
overview of the conquests of 
alexander the Great. emphasising 
the aims and impact of his 
military expeditions, the political 
consequences of military action, 
and the use of propaganda, both for motivation and 
justification, heckel rejects notions of alexander as 
irrational, showing that his aims were in accord with 
those of the military aristocracy which backed them.
240pp, Cambridge University Press, 2012, 
9781107645394, Paperback, was £12.99

Now £4.95

Sociable Man
essays on ancient Greek social 
behaviour in honour of nick Fisher

Edited by S. D. Lambert
themes include politics and law; social 
values, including honour, dishonour 
and hybris; social relations in the 
athenian navy; gender and power; 
citizen identity, athenian and arcadian; 
and sexuality.
350pp, 10 bandw illus, Classical Press of Wales, 2011, 
9781905125517, Hardback, was £62.00

Now £19.95

Sophocles and 
Alcibiades
athenian Politics in ancient 
Greek literature

By Michael Vickers
It has long been assumed that 
the plays of sophocles were not 
intended to mirror political events in 
contemporary athens, an assertion 
which Michael Vickers here sets about refuting. he looks 
specifically at sophocles’ attitude towards alcibiades, 
the most prominent and flamboyant athenian politician 
during the height of sophocles’ career.
205pp, Cornell University Press, 2008, 9780801447327, 
Hardback, was £47.95

Now £12.95

Poseidon and the Sea
Edited by Seth D. Pevnick
this volume is a fascinating 
exploration of the myths and 
iconography of the Greek god 
Poseidon and the cult objects offered 
to him in his numerous manifestations 
across the Mediterranean world. six 
essays by leading specialists examine 
the cult of Poseidon and the myths 
surrounding him, as well as the significance of the sea 
and seafaring in daily life.
200pp, col illus, D Giles Limited, 2014, 9781907804304, 
Hardback, was £32.50

Now £14.95

The Trial of Socrates
By I. F. Stone
stone set out to discover how a so-
called "free" society, such as existed 
in athens, could try and condemn to 
death its most renowned philosopher. 
he examines what Plato does not tell 
us - the athenian side of the story 
- to see whether he can mitigate 
the city's crime and thereby remove 
some of the stigma the trial left on democracy and on 
athens.
282pp, Doubleday, 1989, 9780385260329, Paperback, 
was £12.00

Now £4.95

Sparta At War
strategy, tactics and 
campaigns, 950-362 bc

By Scott Rusch
scott rusch provides a narrative 
history of sparta's wars, not only 
describing the various campaigns 
in detail, but also aiming to explain 
sparta's rise to becoming the premier 
Greek military power, her defeat of Persia and athens, 
and her ultimately irreversible decline in the fourth 
century bc.
272pp, b/w pls, Frontline Books, 2011, 9781848325302, 
Hardback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

Archaic Korai
By Katerina Karakasi
karakasi explores the meanings and 
functions of these figures, as well as 
the historical and cultural contexts 
in which they were produced. she 
presents a survey of all the known 
korai in existence and catalogues 
valuable information about the korai’s 
sizes, conditions and materials, as 
well as the sculptors who made them. also included is 
a discussion of the motives and social positions of the 
patrons who commissioned them.
470pp, Getty Trust Publications, 2003, 9780892366996, 
Hardback, was £105.00

Now £29.95

Meals and Recipes 
from Ancient Greece
By Eugenia Salza Prina Ricotti
this book combines an introductory 
guide to food and drink in ancient 
Greece, exploring both the cuisine 
itself and its social context, with 56 
recipes taken from ancient sources 
and updated for the modern cook. 
Quotations, principally from athenaeus, are included 
throughout.
122pp, b/w illus, Getty Trust Publications, 2007, 
9780892368761, Hardback, was £16.99

Now £6.95

The Colors of Clay
special techniques in athenian Vases

By Beth Cohen
this catalogue documents a major 
exhibition at the Getty Villa that was 
the first ever to focus on ancient 
athenian terracotta vases made by 
techniques other than the well-
known black- and red-figure styles. 
the exhibition comprised vases executed in bilingual, 
coral-red gloss, outline, kerch-style, white ground, and 
six’s technique, as well as examples with added clay and 
gilding, and plastic vases and additions.
376pp, Getty Trust Publications, 2008, 9780892369423, 
Paperback, was £37.00

Now £9.95
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Sicily
art and Invention between 
Greece and rome

Edited by Claire L Lyons, Michael 
Bennett and Clemente Marconi
this is a richly illustrated volume that 
demonstrates sicily's essential role 
in the development of the ancient 
Mediterranean world. It  focuses on 
the watershed period between 480 b.c. and the roman 
conquest of syracuse in 212 b.c. essays investigate sicily 
not simply as a destination for adventurers and settlers, 
but as a catalyst that shaped Greek culture at its peak 
and transmitted hellenism to rome.
254pp, col illus, Getty Trust Publishing, 2013, 
9781606061336, Hardback, was £42.00

Now £14.95

In the Footsteps of the 
Gods
travellers to Greece and the 
Quest for the hellenic Ideal

By David Constantine
with lively accounts of their 
adventurous journeys and vivid 
descriptions of what they saw, 
discovered, collected and published 
about the remains of ancient Greece, david constantine 
reveals the extraordinary effects that travellers' accounts 
had on the poets and scholars of the west in the 18th 
and early 19th centuries.
264pp, I.B. Tauris, 2011, 9781848855458, Paperback, was 
£11.99

Now £5.95

Land of Lost Gods
the search for classical Greece

By Richard Stoneman
From cyriac of ancona to the 
dawn of the age of archaeology 
as a science, richard stoneman 
narrates the rediscovery of Greece's 
classical remains. drawing on 
their own accounts he explores 
the achievements and motivations of travellers and 
antiquaries, and the enthusiasm for the hellenic which 
they rekindled in western culture.
384pp, b/w pls, I.B. Tauris, 2010, 9781848854239, 
Paperback, was £11.99

Now £5.95

Mysteries of the 
Oracles
By Philipp Vandenberg
In a first person narrative Philipp 
Vandenberg recounts his travels 
to the sites of the fifteen ancient 
oracles, and explores the history of 
archaeological research, as well as 
how the oracles functioned and how 
they were perceived by contemporaries.
291pp, I.B. Tauris, 2007, 9781845114022, Paperback, was 
£11.99

Now £4.95

Remembering Defeat
civil war and civic Memory 
in ancient athens

By Andrew Wolpert
this volume explores the settlement 
which emerged in athens after defeat 
in the Peloponnesian war, and the 
overthrow of the oligarchic regime 
which followed it. wolpert uses 
public speeches of the early fourth century to consider 
how the athenians confronted the troubling memories 
of defeat and civil war, and how they explained to 
themselves an agreement that allowed the oligarchic 
conspirators and their collaborators to go unpunished.
208pp, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001, 
9780801867903, Hardback, was £40.00

Now £12.95

Ancient Greece As It 
Was
By Eric Chaline
written in the style of a modern 
travel guide, this book covers 
everything the visitor to fifth century 
athens might need, with historical 
background and practical advice on 
matters from where to stay and eat 
to visiting iconic sites.
160pp, b/w illus, Lyons Press, 2008, 9780762770496, 
Paperback, was £10.95

Now £3.95

The Gods of Olympus
a history

By Barbara Graziosi
this book traces the travels and 
transformations of the olympian 
Gods over more than two millenia, 
from archaic Greek beginnings, 
through adaptation in hellenistic 
egypt and Imperial rome, suvival as 
demons, metaphors, allegories and astrological principles 
under christianity and Islam, to their rebirth as symbols 
of renaissance humanism.
290pp, b/w illus, Metropolitan Books, 2014, 
9780805091571, Hardback, was £18.99

Now £7.95

The Divided City
on Memory and Forgetting 
in ancient athens

By Nicole Loraux
originally published in French in 1997 
as  la cite divisee , this study focuses 
on a crucial moment in athenian 
political history, the end of oligarchic 
rule in 403bc and the decision to 
forget the  stasis  of the past. reconciliation politics 
comes to the forefront as loraux examines how civil 
war could be forgotten, how dissension could be kept at 
bay from the city and its politics when it had been such a 
fundamental part of its past.
358pp, MIT Press, 2002, 9781890951092, Paperback, was 
£16.95

Now £6.95

Macedonian Armies 
After Alexander 
323-168 BC
By Nicholas Sekunda
In this brief guide to the armies of the 
hellenistic age, nicholas sekunda first 
sketches the historical background, 
the examines in turn the army staff, 
infantry and cavalry - their equipment, 
organisation, recruitment and tactical deployment.
48pp, b/w and col illus, Osprey, 2012, 9781849087148, 
Paperback, was £9.99

Now £4.95

Pylos and Sphacteria 
425 BC
By William Shepherd
a well illustrated look at the Pylos 
and sphacteria campaign, a devastating 
defeat for sparta, and a major dent 
in their military reputation. the text 
reviews the Peloponnesian war up 
to that point, profiles the opposing 
armies and commanders, and narrates the course of the 
action.
96pp, col illus, Osprey, 2013, 9781782002710, Paperback, 
was £14.99

Now £5.95

Salamis 480 BC
By William Shepherd
Using archaeological evidence, and 
findings from reconstructed triremes, 
as well as the narrative in herodotus, 
this lavishly illustrated book offers a 
solid general history of the salamis 
campaign. shepherd introduces the 
background to the Persian invasion, 
looks at Greek and Persian naval 
equipment, tactics and organisation, and finally examines 
the course of the famous battle itself.
96pp, col illus, Osprey, 2010, 9781846036842, Paperback, 
was £14.99

Now £5.95

Tarentine Horsemen 
of Magna Graecia, 
430-190 BC
By Nic Fields
taras was the leading power of the 
scattered Greek states of southern 
Italy and built their reputation on 
the unmatched horse warriors who 
helped the tarantines claim and 
maintain their power. In this book nic Fields examines 
the tarentine horsemen in detail, discussing their 
tactics, weapons and equipment and detailing how they 
operated as mercenaries throughout the region.
64pp, col illus, Osprey, 2008, 9781846032790, Paperback, 
was £11.99

Now £5.95

Autopsy in Athens
recent archaeological research 
on athens and attica

Edited by Margaret M. Miles
these papers offer perspectives on 
a range of issues relating to classical 
athens: the ambience of the ancient 
city for passers-by, filled with roadside 
shrines; techniques of architectural 
construction and sculpting; religious expression in 
athens including cults of asklepios and serapis; the 
precise procedures for Greek sacrifice; how the borders 
of attica were defined over time, and details of its road-
system.
224pp, b/w and colour illustrations, Oxbow Books, 2015, 
9781782978565, Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

On the Fascination of 
Objects
Edited by John Boardman, Andrew 
Parkin and Sally Waite
the 14 papers presented here reflect 
the broad scope of the shefton 
collection of Greek and etruscan 
art; ranging across pottery, jewellery, 
terracottas and metalwork. the 
contributions focus on specific objects or groups of 
objects in the collection, providing new interpretations 
and bringing previously unpublished items to light.
192pp, Oxbow Books, 2015, 9781785700064, Hardback, 
was £60.00

Now £14.95

Poetry, Theory, Praxis
the social life of Myth, word and 
Image in ancient Greece. essays 
in honour of william J. slater

By Eric Csapo and Margaret C. Miller
looks at the social life of theories, 
artifacts and poems in ancient Greece. 
the central focus is on Greek theatre, 
but essays on ancient scholarship, lyric 
poetry, art and inscriptions are also included.
288pp, 96 b/w illus, 1 tbs, Oxbow Books, 2003, 
9781842171011, Hardback, was £45.00

Now £4.95

Sailing to Classical 
Greece
Papers on Greek art, 
archaeology and epigraphy 
presented to Petros themelis

Edited by Olga Palagia and 
Hans Rupprecht Goette
this volume of 15 papers is a tribute 
to Petros themelis for his significant 
contribution to Greek archaeology and especially to 
the excavation, study and conservation of the ancient 
site of Messene in the Peloponnese. new, previously 
unpublished material from Messenia, athens and 
elsewhere is here presented for the first time.
120pp, b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2011, 9781842174227, 
Paperback, was £32.00

Now £6.95

The Macedonians in 
Athens, 322-229 B.C.
Proceedings of an International 
conference held at the University 
of athens, May 24-26, 2001

By Olga Palagia and Stephen V. Tracy
these papers focus on various 
aspects of athenian art, archaeology 
and history in the century of 
Macedonian domination. they consider athens' new role 
as a political stepping stone for potential successors to 
the throne of Macedon, and the ways in which athenian 
culture was affected by the Macedonian presence.
272pp, 143 b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2003, 
9781842170922, Hardback, was £75.00

Now £14.95

Trireme Olympias
the Final report

Edited by Boris Rankov
this volume represents the final 
publication of the  olympias  project, 
which saw the building of a full-scale 
reconstruction of a 170-oared 
athenian trireme of the 4th century 
bc and its operation in sea-trials. as 
well as presenting evidence from the project the papers 
here offer a critical analysis, suggest improvements that 
could be made to the trireme, and discuss the light it 
sheds on the functioning of Greek warships.
240pp, 83 b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2012, 9781842174340, 
Hardback, was £70.00

Now £16.95

A Cabinet of Greek 
Curiosities
By J. C. McKeown
this book contains bite size facts and 
observations from the ancient world, 
combining the bizarre, the curious 
and the amusing. Most of the passages 
are quoted direct from the ancient 
sources, and they offer a fun way in to 
the Greek world.
285pp, Oxford University Press, 2013, 9780199982103, 
Hardback, was £12.99

Now £4.95

After Thermopylae
the oath of Plataea and the end 
of the Graeco-Persian wars

By Paul Cartledge
Paul cartledge provides a fascination 
re-examination of the battle of Platea, 
its decisive end to the Persian wars, 
and the struggle between athens 
and sparta over their memory. he 
examines the oath of Platea made before the battle and 
how it illuminates the propaganda wars between athens 
and sparta.
240pp, b/w illus, Oxford University Press, 2013, 
9780199747320, Hardback, was £16.99

Now £6.95

Invention of Greek 
Ethnography
By Joseph Skinner
Greek ethnography is commonly 
believed to have developed during 
the Greeks’ “encounter with the 
barbarian” - achaemenid Persia. 
skinner argues that, on the contrary, 
ethnographic discourse was already 
ubiquitous throughout the archaic Greek world, not 
only in the form of texts but also in a wide range of 
iconographic and archaeological materials.
343pp, Oxford University Press, 2012, 9780199793600, 
Hardback, was £72.00

Now £19.95

Poiesis
By Peter Acton
Poiesis brings together ancient texts 
and inscriptions, recent scholarly 
analysis, archaeological finds, and 
the expertise of modern craftsmen 
to investigate every known facet 
of athens' manufacturing activities. 
the framework explains why 
certain segments were suited to 
the sole craftsman and others to teams of slaves, and 
deduces earnings potential based upon competitive 
differentiation.
408pp, b/w illus, Oxford University Press, 2014, 
9780199335930, Hardback, was £59.00

Now £14.95

The Ancient Olympics
By Nigel Jonathan Spivey
nigel spivey reveals that the 
ancient games was no friendly 
competition and celebration of unity 
and togetherness as the modern 
olympics promotes, but a contest of 
intense rivalry with great kudos to be 
won or lost. the place of athletics and 
the gymnasium in Greek society, and 
the citizen's civic duty to be in good shape are discussed 
before spivey turns to ancient olympia where it all 
started.
273pp, 40 b/w illus, Oxford University Press, 2012, 
9780199602698, Paperback, was £10.99

Now £3.95

The Rise of the Greek 
Aristocratic Banquet
By Marek Wecowski
a comprehensive account of the 
origins of the symposion and its 
close relationship with the rise of the 
Greek city-state or polis. cultural 
skills and abilities were a prerequisite 
in order for one to be included in 
elite drinking circles, and, as such, the symposion served 
as a forum for the natural selection of Greek aristocracy.
472pp, b/w illus, Oxford University Press, 2014, 
9780199684014, Hardback, was £110.00

Now £39.95
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The Rule of Law in 
Action in Democratic 
Athens
By Edward M. Harris
harris examines how the athenians 
attempted to enforce and apply the 
law when judging disputes in court. 
he reveals that the athenians were 
much more sophisticated in their 
approach to law than many modern scholars have 
assumed, but also examines the weaknesses of their 
legal system and its contribution to their defeat in the 
Peloponnesian war.
496pp, Oxford University Press, 2013, 9780199899166, 
Hardback, was £59.00

Now £14.95

Megara Hyblaia and 
Selinous
two Greek city-states 
in archaic sicily

By Franco De Angelis
this study focuses on two 
settlements, Megara hyblaia and 
selinous, established in Italy by the 
Greeks during the late 8th and 
mid-7th centuries bc. It explores the environment and 
political setting, the development of the settlements 
themselves and their influence, the nature of society, the 
economy and political life.
310pp, b/w figs and pls, Oxford University School of 
Archaeology, 2004, 9780947816568, Hardback, was 
£48.00

Now £10.00

The Archaeology of 
Greek Colonisation
Edited by Gocha R. Tsetskhladze 
and Franco De Angelis
these classic essays focus on 
archaeological research, but 
they consider themes relevant 
to archaeologists and historians 
alike, including: the motivation for 
colonisation, identity, and social integration; technology 
and trade; collaboration, competition and conflict.
160pp, 31 b/w figs, 3tbs, Oxford University School of 
Archaeology, 2004, 9780947816612, Paperback, was 
£9.95

Now £4.95

Expedition to Disaster
the athenian expedition 
to sicily 415 bc

By Philip Matyszak
a gripping narrative history of the 
athenian expedition to sicily and its 
decisive defeat. Philip Matyszak first 
examines the context of the athenian 
empire and the Peloponnesian war 
as well as outlining the political situation on sicily, before 
examining athenian strategy and the sequence of events 
from initial athenian sucesses to ultimate defeat
167pp, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2012, 9781848848870, 
Hardback, was £19.99

Now £7.95

Macedonian War 
Machine, 359-281 BC
By David Karunanithy
this study aims to shed light on a 
wealth of understudied aspects of 
the Macedonian military, with a focus 
on five specific areas: Preparation; 
support; dress and battle equipment; 
alexander's Veterans; and life on 
campaign.
256pp, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2013, 9781848846180, 
Hardback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

Spartan Way
By Nic Fields
For a period of some 200 years, 
sparta was acknowledged throughout 
the Greek world as the home of the 
finest soldiers. nic Fields explains the 
reasons for this superiority, how their 
reputation for invincibility was earned 
(and deliberately manipulated) and 
how it was ultimately shattered.
208pp, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2012, 9781848848993, 
Hardback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

The Tyrants of 
Syracuse: Vol. II 367-
211 BC
By Jeff Champion
In this second volume of his military 
history of syracuse, Jeff champion 
follows the course of the city' s wars 
from the death of dionysius II down 
to the final epic siege of the city in 
213-211 bc, and its fall to the romans.
272pp, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2012, 9781848843677, 
Hardback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

Wars of Alexander's 
Successors, Volume 
One
commanders and campaigns

By Bob Bennett and Mike Roberts
this first volume introduces the key 
personalities - characters such as 
antigonos Monopthalmus and his 
son demetrius Poliorcetes, seleucus 
nicator and Ptolemy soter - and gives a narrative of 
the causes and course of these wars from the death of 
alexander to the battle of corupedium (281 bc) when 
the last two original diadochi faced each other one final 
time.
256pp, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2008, 9781844157617, 
Hardback, was £19.99

Now £9.95

The Sites of Ancient 
Greece
By Georg Gerster
From the acropolis to Mount 
olympus, the sites of ancient Greece 
offers a birds-eye view of some 
of the most famous and evocative 
landscapes, cities and buildings in 
history, many of them Unesco 
world heritage sites.
160pp, col illus, Phaidon Press Ltd, 2012, 9780714860848, 
Hardback, was £39.95

Now £14.95

A War Like No Other
how the athenians and spartans 
Fought the Peloponnesian war

By Victor Hanson
hanson compellingly portrays the 
ways athens and sparta fought on 
land and sea, in city and countryside, 
and details their employment of 
the full scope of conventional 
and nonconventional tactics, from sieges to targeted 
assassinations, torture, and terrorism. he also assesses 
the crucial roles played by warriors such as Pericles and 
lysander, artists, among them aristophanes, and thinkers 
including sophocles and Plato.
illustrations, Random House, 2006, 9780812969702, 
Paperback, was £16.50

Now £5.95

Alexander
the ambiguity of Greatness

By Guy MacLean Rogers
In this fast-paced narrative history 
Guy Maclean rogers charts 
alexander's extraordinary career and 
attempts to reconstruct his character, 
focusing in partcular on his military 
prowess, the motivation behind his 
conquests, and his fascination with Persian customs.
464pp, Random House, 2005, 9780812972719, 
Paperback, was £15.99

Now £6.95

Alexander the Great
the hunt for a new Past

By Paul Cartledge
cartledge brilliantly evokes 
alexander’s remarkable political and 
military accomplishments, cutting 
through the myths to show why he 
was such a great leader. he explores 
our endless obsession with alexander 
and gives us insight into both his capacity for brutality 
and his sensitive grasp of international politics.
368pp, Random House, 2005, 9781400079193, 
Paperback, was £14.99

Now £5.95

Ghost on the Throne
the death of alexander the Great

By James Romm
a gripping account, popular but 
backed by rigorous scholarship, 
which reconstructs the events which 
followed the death of alexander at 
the height of his fame and power. 
romm describes the unsuccessful 
revolt of the athenians, and the struggles among 
alexander’s generals to control the two remaining 
representatives of the argead line.
389pp, b/w illus, Random House, 2012, 9780307456601, 
Paperback, was £12.99

Now £5.95

The Spartans
the world of the warrior-
heroes of ancient Greece

By Paul Cartledge
Interspersed with the personal 
biographies of leading figures, and 
based on 30 years' research, the 
spartans tracks the people from 
480 to 360 bc charting sparta's 
progression from the Great Power of the aegean Greek 
world to its ultimate demise.
320pp, b/w illus, Random House, 2004, 9781400078851, 
Paperback, was £13.99

Now £5.95

The Creativity of 
Crete
By Malcolm Cross
In this detailed and well argued 
study Malcolm cross explores the 
classical and hellenistic achievement 
of crete's city states, arguing that 
in many respects, not least their 
longevity they surpassed that of 
the more famous city states of mainland Greece. 
he discusses their laws, consitutions and practical 
governance, as well as social structures and economies, 
highlighting significant developments and presenting a 
picture of an advanced and commericialised society.
299pp, col pls, Signal Books Ltd, 2011, 9781904955955, 
Paperback, was £12.99

Now £5.95

The Art and 
Architecture of 
Ancient Greece
By Nigel Rodgers
this title offer a sumptuously 
illustrated introductory account of 
classical Greek buildings, sculptures 
and paintings. the first half of the 
book analyses the rise of Greek 
architecture from its Minoan roots to the creation of the 
Parthenon. the second part covers the skill of ancient 
Greek sculptors and artists, and looks in detail at their 
techniques.
128pp, col illus, Southwater, 2016, 9781844768028, 
Paperback, was £9.99

Now £5.95

Ancient Athens on 
Five Drachmas a Day
By Philip Matyszak
written in the style of of modern 
travel guide this fun book takes 
the reader around the sights of 
fifth century athens. there's advice 
on eating and drinking, on the 
correct protocol at the theatre or a 
symposium on where to stay and so on.
135pp, b/w and col illus, Thames and Hudson, 2008, 
9780500287651, Paperback, was £12.95

Now £5.95

Athenian Black Figure 
Vases
By John Boardman
In this introductory survey boardman 
enables the reader to study the many 
aspects of the vases, and to grasp 
the essential style of a painter or a 
group of painters from the period 
between 630 and 470 bc. he devotes 
an entire section to the mythological scenes and other 
decorative features of the vases, as well as their shapes 
and functions.
252pp, b/w illus, Thames and Hudson, 1974, 
9780500201381, Paperback, was £16.95

Now £6.95

Early Greek Vase 
Painting
11th-6th centuries bc

By John Boardman
the later achievements of Greek 
art can only be understood in the 
context of this period, which saw the 
transition from the Geometric style 
to the orientalising and then to the 
dominance of work from corinth and athens. a succinct 
and comprehensive guide to art which is the principal 
means of dating for its period.
287pp, 588 illus, Thames and Hudson, 1998, 
9780500203095, Paperback, was £9.95

Now £4.95

Greek Gems and 
Finger Rings
By John Boardman
a large and comprehensive account 
of gem engraving from the early 
bronze age through to the hellenistic 
period. John boardman discusses 
the history of engraving, the subject 
matter, materials and techniques and 
their relationship with other artistic media.
480pp, 8p col pls, numerous b/w pls and figs, Thames and 
Hudson, 2000, 9780500237779, Hardback, was £75.00

Now £29.95

Greek Sculpture
the archaic Period

By John Boardman
traces the development of archaic 
Greek sculpture in terms of styles and 
regions, providing a comprehensive 
range of pictures for the period that 
includes coverage of unfamiliar, rarely 
reproduced sculptures.
252pp, 271 b/w illus, Thames and Hudson, 1978, 
9780500181669, Hardback, was £14.95

Now £6.95

The Complete Greek 
Temples
By Antony Spawforth
this book celebrates the aesthetic 
qualities of the Greek temple and, 
more importantly, reinstates the 
religious context in which they were 
conceived, built and functioned. 
Photographs, maps, plans and 
reconstruction drawings can be found throughout.
240pp, col illus, Thames and Hudson, 2006, 
9780500051429, Hardback, was £24.95

Now £9.95

The Greek World
classical, byzantine and Modern

By Robert Browning
a wonderfully illustrated book that 
celebrates the history, culture and 
achievements of the Greeks and links 
Greece and the Greek people of 
different periods from ancient times 
to the modern world.
328pp, many b/w and col pls, b/w figs, Thames and Hudson, 
1985, 9780500281628, Paperback, was £19.95

Now £9.95

The History of Greek 
Vases
By John Boardman
John boardman sketches the stylistic 
history of Greek vases and goes on 
to explore the many other matters 
that make the subject so fruitful: the 
process of identifying artists; the 
methods of making and decorating 
the vases and the problems in doing so; the life of the 
potter; the pots' dissemination beyond Greece; and their 
functions in life, cult and as messengers of style and 
subject.
320pp, 318 b/w pls and figs, Thames and Hudson, 2001, 
9780500285930, Paperback, was £19.95

Now £9.95
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Civic Rites
democracy and religion 
in ancient athens

By Nancy Evans
nancy evans vividly depicts the 
physical environment and the 
ancestral rituals that nourished the 
people of the earliest democratic 
state, demonstrating how religious 
concerns were embedded in athenian governmental 
processes
272pp, b/w illus, University of California Press, 2010, 
9780520262034, Paperback, was £21.95

Now £7.95

Excavations at Nemea 
III
the coins

By Robert C. Knapp, John D. Mac 
Isaac and Stephen G. Miller
the vast majority of the 4,092 coins 
recovered from the Greek city of 
nemea have secure archaeological 
contexts and are identifiable. the 
majority of the coins date from the heyday of the site 
during the early hellenistic period when the nemean 
Games were at their height.
290pp, 32 b/w pls, University of California Press, 2005, 
9780520231696, Hardback, was £100.00

Now £24.95

Arguing with Socrates
an Introduction to Plato's 
shorter dialogues

By Christopher Warne
an overview of the key themes of the 
dialogues, their political and cultural 
context and socrates' philosophical 
method. christopher warne explores 
each dialogue in turn, encouraging the 
reader to engage with the questions raised by socrates' 
thought.
224pp, Bloomsbury, 2013, 9781441195449, Paperback, 
was £20.00

Now £6.95

Plato's Symposium
a readers Guide

By Thomas L. Cooksey
this introductory guide to Plato’s 
symposium first sketches the 
historical background, then its key 
philosophical themes, before providing 
a section by section reading of the 
text, and an overview of its influence.
192pp, Bloomsbury, 2010, 9780826444172, Paperback, 
was £18.99

Now £6.95

Aeschylus: Prometheus 
Bound
By Ian Ruffell
this companion sets the play in 
its historical context, explores its 
challenge to authority, and traces its 
reception from the sixteenth to the 
twentieth century. Many scholars have 
disputed its aeschylean authorship, 
but it has proved the most influential of tragedies 
outside academia.
176pp, Bristol Classical Press, 2012, 9780715634769, 
Paperback, was £18.99

Now £5.95

Peripatetic Philosophy, 
200 BC to AD 200
By R. W. Sharples
this book provides a collection of 
sources, many of them fragmentary 
and previously scattered and hard 
to access, for the development of 
Peripatetic philosophy in the later 
hellenistic period and the early 
roman empire. It also supplies the background against 
which the first commentator on aristotle from whom 
extensive material survives, alexander of aphrodisias (fl. 
c. ad 200), developed his interpretations.
309pp, Cambridge University Press, 2010, 
9780521884808, Hardback, was £77.00

Now £14.95

Plato's Myths
By Catalin Partenie
this volume is a collection of ten 
studies by eminent scholars that focus 
on the ways in which some of Plato’s 
most famous myths are interwoven 
with his philosophy. the myths 
discussed include the eschatological 
myths of the Gorgias, the Phaedo, 
the republic and laws 10, the central 
myths of the Phaedrus and the statesman, and the so-
called myth of the noble lie from the republic.
255pp, b/w illus, Cambridge University Press, 2009, 
9780521887908, Hardback, was £67.00

Now £14.95

Potamo of Alexandria 
and the Emergence of 
Eclecticism in Late 
Hellenistic Philosophy
By Myrto Hatzimichali
In this book the historical and 
interpretative problems associated 
with eclecticism are for the first 
time approached from the point of 
view of the only self-described eclectic philosopher 
from antiquity, Potamo of alexandria. the evidence is 
examined in detail with reference to the philosophical 
and wider intellectual background of the period.
208pp, Cambridge University Press, 2011, 
9780521197281, Hardback, was £67.00

Now £14.95

Relative Chronology in 
Early Greek Epic 
Poetry
By Oivind Andersen
this book sets out to disentangle 
the complex chronology of early 
Greek epic poetry, which includes 
homer, hesiod, hymns and catalogues. 
some contributions offer statistical 
analysis of the linguistic material or linguistic analysis 
of subgenres within epic, others use a neoanalytical 
approach to the history of epic themes or otherwise 
seek to track the development and interrelationship of 
epic contents.
277pp, Cambridge University Press, 2012, 
9780521194976, Hardback, was £67.00

Now £14.95

In Search of the 
Sorcerer's Apprentice
the traditional tales of 
lucian's lover of lies

By Daniel Ogden
this is the first book in english to 
be devoted to lucian’s  Philopseudes 
or lover of lies (ca. 170s ad). It 
comprises an extensive discussion, 
with full translation. among the themes of the work are 
lucian’s methods of adapting motifs from traditional 
narratives, and the text’s overlooked cynic voice.
312pp, Classical Press of Wales, 2007, 9781905125166, 
Hardback, was £62.00

Now £14.95

Euripides: Bacchae
By Sophie Mills
"euripides' dionysus" blurs the 
dividing line between many of the 
fundamental categories of ancient 
Greek life - male and female, Greek 
and barbarian, divine and human. this 
book explores his place in athenian 
religion, what euripides makes of 
him in the play, and the views of later 
writers and scholars.
174pp, Gerald Duckworth and Co Ltd., 2006, 
9780715634301, Paperback, was £18.99

Now £5.95

Euripides: Ion
By Laura Swift
Ion is one of euripdes' less well 
known plays, in antiquity just as 
today, possibly due to the obscurity 
of the myth on which it was based. 
laura swift's concise analysis of the 
play provides a full context for the 
issues it brings up of divine justice 
and responsibility, of the nature of 
parenthood and most of all of athenian imperialism.
127pp, Gerald Duckworth and Co Ltd., 2008, 
9780715637449, Paperback, was £18.99

Now £5.95

Greek Literature in 
the Roman Empire
By Jason Konig
Jason konig offers an accessible 
yet comprehensive account of the 
multi-faceted Greek literature of the 
roman empire, focusing especially 
on the first three centuries ad. he 
covers in turn the Greek novels 
of this period, the satirical writing of lucian, rhetoric, 
philosophy, scientific and miscellanistic writing, geography 
and history, biography and poetry.
128pp, bw illus, Gerald Duckworth and Co Ltd., 2009, 
9781853997136, Paperback, was £15.99

Now £4.95

Sophocles: Oedipus at 
Colonus
By Adrian Kelly
In his final play, sophocles returns 
to the ever-popular character 
of oedipus, the blind outcast of 
thebes, the ultimate symbol of 
human reversal, whose fall he had so 
memorably treated in the 'oedipus 
tyrannus'. this useful companion provides background, 
context, a synopsis and detailed analysis of the play.
144pp, Gerald Duckworth and Co Ltd., 2009, 
9780715637135, Paperback, was £18.99

Now £5.95

The Tradition of the 
Trojan War in Homer 
and the Epic Cycle
By Jonathan S. Burgess
Jonathan burgess challenges homer's 
authority on the trojan war and the 
legends surrounding it, placing the 
Iliad and odyssey in the larger, often 
overlooked context of the entire 
body of Greek epic poetry of the archaic age. he traces 
the development and transmission of the cyclic poems 
in ancient Greek culture, comparing them to later 
homeric poems and finding that they were far more 
influential than has previously been thought.
295pp, 24 b/w illus, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001, 
9780801866524, Hardback, was £40.00

Now £14.95

Aratus and the 
Astronomical 
Tradition
By Emma Gee
aratus' Phaenomena, which describes 
the layout of the heavens and their 
effect, through weather, on the lives 
of men had an impact out of all 
proportion to its relatively modest 
size and the obscurity of its subject matter. this book 
answers the question of aratus' popularity by looking at 
the poem in the light of western cosmology arguing that 
the Phaenomena is the ideal vehicle for the integration 
of astronomical 'data' into abstract cosmology.
320pp, Oxford University Press, 2013, 9780199781683, 
Hardback, was £52.00

Now £19.95

At the Limits of Art
a literary study of aelius 
aristides' hieroi logoi

By Janet Downie
setting this dream-memoir of illness 
and divine healing in the context of 
aristides' professional concerns as 
an orator, this book investigates the 
hieroi logoi's rhetorical aims and 
literary aspirations. Incorporating numerous dream 
accounts and narratives of divine cure in a multi-
layered and open text, aristides works at the limits of 
rhetorical convention to fashion an authorial voice that 
is transparent to the divine.
240pp, Oxford University Press, 2013, 9780199924875, 
Hardback, was £61.00

Now £19.95

Dithyramb Tragedy 
and Comedy
By A. W. Pickard-Cambridge
a history of the earliest stages of 
Greek drama. the study begins by 
bringing together what was known 
of the dithyramb, and argues against 
aristotle's statement that tragedy 
originated from the leaders of the 
dithyramb, and against the theory that it originated in 
performances at the tombs of dead heroes.
Oxford University Press, 1962, 9780198142270, Hardback, 
was £14.99

Now £6.95

Dumb Beasts and 
Dead Philosophers
humanity and the humane in 
ancient Philosophy and literature

By Catherine Osborne
animal rights are, one might think, 
a fairly modern concept. this study 
shows that this is emphatically not 
the case and reveals a rich vein of 
classical thought on the treatment of animals and the 
relationship between humans and their environment.
262pp, Oxford University Press, 2007, 9780199282067, 
Hardback, was £76.00

Now £14.95

Frontiers of Pleasure
Models of aesthetic response in 
archaic and classical Greek thought

By Anastasia-Erasmia Peponi
anatasia-erasmia Peponi argues that 
although the Greek language had 
no formal term equivalent to the 
“aesthetic,” the notion was deeply 
rooted in Greek thought. her analysis 
centers on a dominant aspect of beauty - the aural - 
associated with a highly influential sector of culture that 
comprised both poetry and instrumental music, the 
“activity of the Muses,” or mousike.
206pp, Oxford University Press, 2012, 9780199798322, 
Hardback, was £67.00

Now £14.95

Homer's Cosmic 
Fabrication
choice and design in the Iliad

By Bruce Heiden
a new attempt to get to the bottom 
of the organisation and construction 
of the Iliad, which proposes that the 
poem is structured in such a way 
as to make reading it profitable, as 
opposed to the standard conception of its being an 
oral experience. heiden notes that the division of the 
work into books also creates a structure to the work 
as it is read, which flags up major events, and delineates 
sub-plots.
254pp, Oxford University Press, 2008, 9780195341072, 
Hardback, was £67.00

Now £19.95

Plutarch's Practical 
Ethics
By Lieve Van Hoof
a study of Plutarch's practical ethics, 
a group of twenty-odd texts within 
the Moralia designed to help powerful 
Greeks and romans manage their 
ambitions and society's expectations 
successfully. lieve Van hoof combines 
a systematic analysis of the general principles underlying 
Plutarch's practical ethics, including the author's target 
readership, therapeutical practices, and self-presentation, 
with five innovative case studies.
328pp, Oxford University Press, 2010, 9780199583263, 
Hardback, was £92.00

Now £24.95

Introducing Greek 
Philosophy
By R.M. Wright
this book eschews the method of 
most histories of ancient philosophy 
of addressing one thinker after 
another through the centuries. 
Instead, after a basic mapping of the 
territory, it tackles each of the great 
themes that the Greeks were engaged in from the 
earliest times to the rise of rome, and looks at them 
individually, and their development in argument and 
counter-argument.
256pp, University of California Press, 2009, 
9780520261488, Paperback, was £22.99

Now £7.95

Women in Ancient 
Rome
By Paul Chrystal
an accessible look at the lives of 
women in ancient rome. It explores 
the role of women as wife and 
mother, describes marriage and 
divorce, public roles, education, 
religious life, medicine and sex and 
sexuality. It is illustrated throughout with copious 
contemporary examples, particularly from the literary 
sources.
240pp, Amberley Publishing, 2013, 9781445608709, 
Hardback, was £20.00

Now £6.95
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Silver Coinage with 
the Types of Aesillas 
the Quaestor
By Robert A. Bauslaugh
a thorough catalogue of the coinage 
of aesillas the Quaestor. contents 
include: the catalogue, metrology 
and production controls, overstrikes, 
hoards and circulation, a conclusion, 
indices and plates.
American Numismatic Society, 2000, 9780897222693, 
Hardback, was £65.00

Now £19.95

The Ancient Romans
By Michael Vickers
an introduction to life in rome and 
its empire from the first century 
bc to the end of the fourth century 
ad, based on the collections of the 
ashmolean Museum in oxford. looks 
at the differences between town and 
country, at food and drink, medicine, 
religion, and the army.
64pp, with 70 b/w and col illus., Ashmolean Museum 
Publications, 1992, 9781854440266, Paperback, was 
£7.95

Now £2.95

The Arundel and 
Pomfret Marbles
By Michael Vickers
the largest surviving portion of the 
first major collection of classical 
antiquities in britain - the sculptures 
and inscriptions collected in the early 
17th century by thomas howard, earl 
of arundel for his london house and 
garden - is in the ashmolean Museum. this handbook 
traces their eventful history before they came to rest 
in oxford, and acts as a fully illustrated guide to the 
marbles in the collection.
96pp, col illus, Ashmolean Museum Publications, 2006, 
9781854442086, Hardback, was £11.95

Now £4.95

Children in the Visual 
Arts of Imperial Rome
By Jeannine Uzzi
In official imperial art, roman children 
are most often shown in depictions 
of peaceful public gatherings before 
the emperor, whereas non-roman 
children appear only in scenes of 
submission, triumph, or violent 
military activity. In this study Jeanine diddle Uzzi argues 
that this stark contrast conveys the ruling elite's notions 
of what it meant to be roman.
252pp, b/w pls, Cambridge University Press, 2005, 
9780521820264, Hardback, was £67.00

Now £19.95

Religion in Republican 
Italy
Edited by Celia Schultz 
and Paul B. Harvey Jr.
Using archaeological and epigraphic 
evidence as well as the literary 
sources the 10 essays presented 
here aim to shed light on the 
‘romanisation’ of religion in the 
Italian penninsula in the mid to late republic. attempts 
are made to define precisely what roman as opposed 
to etruscan, Italic or latin religion actually was and how 
religious practices interlinked and influenced each other 
through the period.
299pp, b/w illus, Cambridge University Press, 2006, 
9780521863667, Hardback, was £72.00

Now £19.95

Republicanism During 
the Early Roman 
Empire
By Sam Wilkinson
exploring the political ideology of 
republicanism under the roman 
emperors of the first century ad, 
sam wilkinson puts forward the 
hypothesis that there was indeed 
opposition to the political structure and ideology of 
the rulers on the grounds of republicanism, but that 
emperors too could appropriate moral aspects of 
republican ideology.
Continuum International Pub., 2012, 9781441120526, 
Paperback, was £28.99

Now £9.95

Roman Glass in the 
Corning Museum of 
Glass Vol 2
By David Whitehouse
this volume continues the survey of 
one of the world's most extensive 
collections of roman glass. It contains 
387 objects, most of which were 
made between the first and seventh 
centuries ad. these include 164 pieces decorated or 
inscribed by inflation in a mould, 151 decorated with 
trails, 31 with appliques, two medallions, 16 fragments of 
gold glass, and 23 with painted and gilded decoration.
368pp, Corning Museum of Glass, 2002, 9780872901506, 
Hardback, was £135.00

Now £29.95

Roman Glass in the 
Corning Museum, 
Volume 3
By David Whitehouse
this final book of a three-volume 
set comprehensively catalogues the 
stunning collection from the corning 
Museum of Glass with photographs, 
profile drawing, and detailed 
descriptions of each object.
236pp, Corning Museum of Glass, 2004, 9780872901551, 
Hardback, was £85.00

Now £24.95

Gardens of the Roman 
World
By Patrick Bowe
Using a wide range of literary and 
archaeological sources, Patrick 
bowe describes the design, uses 
and features of gardens across the 
roman empire, from africa and the 
Middle east to britain. he examines 
descriptions by roman authors such as cicero and Pliny 
of their own gardens, excavations of imperial palaces, city 
courtyard gardens and provincial rural estates, as well as 
contemporary depictions of gardens in wall paintings at 
Pompeii.
160pp, col illus, Getty Trust Publications, 2004, 
9780892367405, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £12.95

Letter and Report on 
the Discoveries at 
Herculaneum
By Johann Joachim Winckelmann
this gloriously illustrated new 
translation brings to light the early 
days of scientific archaeology and the 
unearthing and study of herculaneum 
and Pompeii as observed byJohann 
Joachim winckelmann (1717-1768). his letter, published 
in German in 1762, offers a scathing critique of the 
spanish bourbon excavations around the bay of naples 
and of the officials involved. he further discusses these 
topics in his equally controversial report of 1764.
230pp, b/w illus, Getty Trust Publications, 2011, 
9781606060896, Paperback, was £37.00

Now £12.95

The Language of the 
Muses
the dialogue between Greek 
and roman sculpture

By Miranda Marvin
this gloriously illustrated volume 
sets out to examine and disprove 
the popularly accepted notion that 
roman sculptors were merely 
copyists (and not always good ones) doing nothing more 
than reproducing Greek masterpieces. the main part 
of the book looks at how a belief in the perfection of 
Greek work was formed in the 16th to 19th centuries 
despite very little actually surviving.
304pp, col and b/w illus, Getty Trust Publishing, 2008, 
9780892368068, Hardback, was £75.00

Now £19.95

Mystery of the 
Portland Vase
By Robin Brooks
robin brooks recreates the lengthy 
travels and the powerful influence of 
this celebrated roman vases, which 
has long been an inspiration for 
artists, poets and historians, together 
with engaging portraits of the 
eccentric individuals through whose hands it has passed.
256pp, Harper Collins Publishers, 2005, 9780060511005, 
Paperback, was £9.99

Now £4.95

Carving as Craft
Palatine east and the Greco-roman 
bone and Ivory carving tradition

By Archer St Clair
this book includes an illustrated 
catalogue of 648 bone and ivory 
objects found duting excavations 
on the Palatine hill as well as 
introductory chapters that provide 
background information on the excavations themselves, 
the properties of bone and ivory and artisanal practices, 
comparing this assemblage with material from olympia 
and alexandria in particular and with earlier and later 
traditions.
228pp, 58 b/w pls, 47 b/w figs, Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2003, 9780801872617, Hardback, was £78.00

Now £14.95

Galen and the 
Rhetoric of Healing
By Susan P. Mattern
through her readings of hundreds 
of Galen's case histories, susan P. 
Mattern presents the first systematic 
investigation of Galen's clinical 
practice. she describes the public, 
competitive, and masculine nature 
of medicine among the urban elite and analyzes the 
relationship between clinical practice and power in the 
roman household.
300pp, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008, 
9780801888359, Hardback, was £44.50

Now £14.95

Rome and her 
Enemies
an empire created and 
destroyed by war

By Jane Penrose
compiling material from a huge 
array of osprey publications, this 
lavishly illustrated book surveys the 
development of the roman army 
alongside the fighting forces of its major foes, including 
carthaginians, the hellenistic kingdoms of the east, 
Gauls, Persians and Goths. the text covers battles and 
campaigns, military equipment, troop types, tactics and 
strategy.
304pp, many col pls, maps, Osprey, 2005, 
9781846033360, Paperback, was £14.99

Now £6.95

The Carthaginians, 
6th-2nd Century BC
By Andrea Salimbeti and 
Raffaele D'Amato
a well-illustrated introduction to 
the armies of the carthaginians. tha 
authors first provide background 
information on the carthaginian 
empire, then survey military 
organisation and the use of mercenaries, tactics, arms 
and armour, clothing and the navy, finishing with a 
description of three key campaigns.
64pp, col illus, Osprey, 2014, 9781782007760, Paperback, 
was £11.99

Now £4.95

The Rise of Imperial 
Rome, AD 14-193
By Duncan B. Campbell
between ad 14 and 193, the 
emperors fought to secure their 
frontiers and expand the empire, 
conquering britain, campaigning on 
the rhine and fighting the dacian and 
Jewish wars. this well illustrated book 
provides a concise overview of these wars, developing 
imperial policy and the troops involved.
96pp, b/w and col illus, Osprey, 2013, 9781780962801, 
Paperback, was £13.99

Now £5.95

Archaeological Survey 
and the City
Edited by Paul Johnson 
and Martin Millett
the ability of archaeologists to reveal 
the topography of buried urban sites 
without excavation has now been 
demonstrated through a wide range 
of projects across the ancient world. 
archaeological survey and the city reviews the results 
of such projects with a marked focus on the roman 
world, and in particular discusses the ways in which the 
subject might develop in the future.
288pp, 275 illus., Oxbow Books, 2012, 9781842175095, 
Paperback, was £38.00

Now £7.95

Bringing Carthage 
Home
the excavations of nathan 
davis, 1856-1859

By J. Freed
this book recounts for the first 
time the extraordinary story of the 
excavations at carthage directed 
by the british dilettante, nathan 
davis, and the political and cultural rivalry between 
representatives of the colonial powers as they asserted 
their rights to explore the buried remains of one of the 
ancient world’s greatest cities.
264pp, 137 b/w and 9 colour illus, Oxbow Books, 2011, 
9781842179925, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £7.95

Celti (Penaflor)
the archaeology of a hispano-
roman town in baetica. survey 
and excavations 1987-1992

By Simon Keay, J. Creighton and 
Jose Remesal Rodriguez
these excavations at the important 
settlement of celti aimed to establish, 
amongst other things, the date and 
cultural context for the first establishment of the site, 
the site's regional context and the romanisation of the 
town during the late republican period.
224pp, many b/w figs, Oxbow Books, 2000, 
9781842170359, Paperback, was £45.00

Now £5.00

Deliciae Fictiles III
architectural terracottas in 
ancient Italy: new discoveries 
and Interpretations (Proceedings 
of the International conference 
held at the american academy in 
rome, november 7-8, 2002)

By Ingrid Edlund-Berry, Giovanna 
Greco and John Kenfield
this edited volume of forty-four papers on terracottas 
opens with a section on new research , followed by five 
geographical sections on: etruria; Umbria and abruzzo; 
the Faliscans, rome and latium; campania and Magna 
Graecia; and sicily.
434pp, 16p col plates, b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2006, 
9781842172087, Hardback, was £55.00

Now £14.95

Deliciae Fictiles IV
architectural terracottas in 
ancient Italy. Images of Gods, 
Monsters and heroes

Edited by Patricia S. Lulof 
and Carlo Rescigno
these papers focus on the mostly 
handmade terracotta roof decoration 
from etruria and central Italy, 
campania, Magna Graecia and sicily. the volume contains 
sixty contributions, publishing new material, new findings 
and many new reconstructions of this highly rare 
material from all over Italy from the archaic period into 
the hellenistic times.
672pp, 16p colour illus, Oxbow Books, 2011, 
9781842174265, Hardback, was £55.00

Now £14.95

Glass of the Roman 
World
Edited by Justine Bayley, Ian 
Freestone and Caroline Jackson
these papers both extend and 
consolidate aspects of our 
understanding of how glass 
was produced, traded and used 
throughout the empire and the 
wider world drawing on chronology, typology, patterns 
of distribution, and other methodologies, including the 
incorporation of new scientific methods.
272pp, b/w and colour illustrations, Oxbow Books, 2015, 
9781782977742, Hardback, was £45.00

Now £9.95

Journal of Roman 
Pottery Studies 
Volume 13
a Mortarium bibliography 
for roman britain

By Roberta Tomber and 
Edited by K. F. Hartley
an over-view of mortarium studies 
for england, scotland and wales. Presented in twelve 
regional chapters designated by modern county 
boundaries, each comprises a bibliography, synthesis and 
recommendations for future research.
148pp, b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2007, 9781842172636, 
Paperback, was £24.00

Now £5.00
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Journal of Roman 
Pottery Studies 
Volume 14
Edited by Pamela Irving 
and By Steven Willis
Volume 14 contains papers on recent 
and current work on roman pottery 
from around britain, with papers also 
on case studies from the netherlands 
and Gaul.
200pp, b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2009, 9781842173244, 
Paperback, was £24.00

Now £5.00

Journal of Roman 
Pottery Studies 
Volume 8
roman Pottery from excavations 
at and near to the roman small 
town of durobrivae,  water 
newton, cambridgeshire, 1956-58

By J. Rob Perrin
this issue describes excavations in the nene Valley and 
its pottery: lower nene Valley, cream grey, shell-gritted 
and mortaria.
145pp, figs, Oxbow Books, 1999, 9781900188845, 
Paperback, was £24.00

Now £5.00

Making Textiles in 
pre-Roman and 
Roman Times
People, Places, Identities

Edited by Margarita Gleba and 
Judit Pásztókai-Szeoke
this volume explores the abundant 
archaeological and written evidence 
to understand the typological and geographical diversity 
of textile commodities. It examines the foundations of 
the textile trade in Italy and the emergence of specialist 
textile production in austria, the impact of new roman 
markets on regional traditions and the role that gender 
played in the production of textiles.
240pp, b/w and col. illus, Oxbow Books, 2013, 
9781842177679, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £12.95

Pompeii
art, Industry and Infrastructure

Edited by Kevin Cole, Miko 
Flohr and Eric Poehler
even after more than 250 years since 
its discovery, Pompeii continues 
to resonate powerfully in both 
academic discourse and the popular 
imagination. this volume brings 
together a collection of ten papers that advance, 
challenge and revise the present conceptions of the city’s 
art, industry and infrastructure.
200pp, 99 illus, Oxbow Books, 2011, 9781842179840, 
Paperback, was £36.00

Now £12.95

Roman Butrint
an assessment

By Inge Lyse Hansen, Inge 
Hansen and Richard Hodges
this volume is an assessment of 
the roman archaeology of butrint, 
a compilation of studies and field 
reports that focuses upon the 
foundation and early history of the 
colony.
214pp, b/w illus, tbs, 16p col section, Oxbow Books, 2007, 
9781842172346, Hardback, was £45.00

Now £12.95

Roman Imperial 
Armour
the production of early 
imperial military armour

By David Sim and J. Kaminski
roman Imperial armour  presents 
an examination of the metals the 
armour was made from, of how the 
ores containing those metals were 
extracted from the earth and transformed into workable 
metal and of how that raw product was made into the 
armour of the roman army.
180pp, 148 b/w and colour illus, 27 tables, Oxbow Books, 
2011, 9781842174357, Paperback, was £25.00

Now £7.95

Roman Military 
Architecture on the 
Frontiers
armies and their architecture 
in late antiquity

Edited by Rob Collins, Matt 
Symonds and Meike Weber
this volume explores how the 
adaptation and diversification of the roman army in 
the changing world of late antiquity is reflected in its 
military architecture, focusing on spatial and functional 
transformations in existing forts and new military 
installations, including increasingly prevelant 'fortlets'.
208pp, black/white and colour illustrations, Oxbow Books, 
2015, 9781782979906, Hardback, was £45.00

Now £14.95

Temples and 
Sanctuaries in the 
Roman East
religious architecture in 
syria, Iudaea/Palaestina 
and Provincia arabia

By Arthur Segal
this lavishly illustrated volume 
presents a comprehensive architectural study of 87 
individual temples and sanctuaries built in the roman 
east between the end of the 1st century bce and the 
end of the 3rd century ce.
400pp, c.350 b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2013, 
9781842175262, Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

Terra Marique
studies in honour of anna 
Marguerite Mccann on the 
receipt of the Gold Medal of the 
archaeological Institute of america

By John Pollini
this volume is divided  into two 
thematic parts: the first is dedicated 
to ancient art and archaeology, 
especially Greek and  roman sculpture; the other to 
underwater and port archaeology and technology.
304pp, Oxbow Books, 2005, 9781842171486, Hardback, 
was £48.00

Now £7.95

TRAC 2002
By Gillian Carr, Ellen Swift 
and Jake Weekes
this selection of twelve papers 
illustrates the broad range of different 
theoretical approaches applied to 
roman archaeology today; one 
trend, though, is apparent: a wider 
engagement with interdisciplinary 
research, drawing theoretical ideas 
from many diverse fields of study, including philosophy, 
psychology, history of art, and consumer theory.
176pp, illus, Oxbow Books, 2003, 9781842171004, 
Paperback, was £30.00

Now £7.50

TRAC 2004
By James Bruhn, Ben Croxford 
and Dimitris Grigoropoulos
topics include the ancient economy, 
historiography and modern 
perceptions of the roman world, 
production, supply and consumption 
of material culture, social identities 
and the experience of social space 
and the landscape.
170pp, b/w illus, tables, Oxbow Books, 2005, 
9781842171738, Paperback, was £30.00

Now £7.50

TRAC 2009
Proceedings of the nineteenth 
annual theoretical roman 
archaeology conference

By Alison Moore, Geoff Taylor, Emily 
Harris and Peter Girdwood
among the topics and issues 
discussed are a feminist critique of 
romanization, the herculaneum 
amazon, GIs and cooking wares in Gaul, hortii in the city 
of rome, cadastres in the roman northwest, the elderly 
in funerary contexts of southern britain, samnite grave 
goods, and sub-roman baldock.
152pp, Oxbow Books, 2010, 9781842179727, Paperback, 
was £36.00

Now £7.50

Urban Landscape 
Survey in Italy and the 
Mediterranean
Edited by F. Vermeulen, Gert-Jan Burgers, 
Simon Keay and Cristina Corsi
this volume focuses upon the 
contribution of survey techniques 
to our understanding of ancient 
towns. the twenty-two papers focus 
on two underlying themes. the first deals with the 
characterization of urban sites, whilst the second is 
inter-urban relationships, looking in particular at wider 
urbanized landscapes in Italy.
288pp, 115 b/w illus, 45 colour illus, 8 tables,, Oxbow 
Books, 2012, 9781842174869, Hardback, was £55.00

Now £12.95

Wearing the Cloak
dressing the soldier in roman times

Edited by Marie-Louise Nosch 
and Henriette Koefoed
wearing the cloak contains nine 
stimulating chapters on roman 
military textiles and equipment that 
take textile research to a new level. 
status, prestige and access are viewed 
in the light of financial and social capacities and help shed 
new light on the material realities of a soldier’s life in the 
roman world.
144pp, 24 col and 34 b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2011, 
9781842174371, Hardback, was £30.00

Now £9.95

Mastering the West
rome and carthage at war

By B. Dexter Hoyos
dexter hoyos offers a thoroughly 
engrossing narrative of the century 
long Punic wars, while treating a full 
range of themes: the antagonists' 
military, naval, economic, and 
demographic resources; the political 
structures of both republics; and the postwar impact of 
the conflicts on the participants and victims.
337pp, b/w illus, Oxford University Press, 2015, 
9780199860104, Hardback, was £18.99

Now £7.95

Rome's Revolution
death of the republic and 
birth of the empire

By Richard Alston
In an original account of what he 
calls rome's revolution, richard 
alston explores the experience of the 
ordinary inhabitants of rome during 
the fall of the republic. they, like 
the ruthless aristocrats they swore allegiance to, were 
political agents, negotiating their positions in the context 
of a "failed state."
408pp, b/w illus, Oxford University Press, 2015, 
9780199739769, Hardback, was £20.00

Now £9.95

Taken at the Flood
the roman conquest of Greece

By Robin Waterfield
robin waterfield combines narrative 
with analyis to unfold the story of 
the roman conquest of Greece. 
he explores rome's methods, 
emphasising the use of diplomacy and 
client rulers over standing armies, as 
well as the extent tro which the conquest was planned, 
or the result of a structural aggressiveness on the part 
of the roman state.
320pp, Oxford University Press, 2014, 9780199916894, 
Hardback, was £20.00

Now £7.95

Eager for Glory
the Untold story of drusus the 
elder, conqueror of Germania

By Lindsay Powell
this first biography of drusus 
proceeds chronologically, focusing 
in particular on his campaigns in 
Germania, the strategy and tactics he 
employed and those of his Germanic 
foes, as well as his achievements as governor of tres 
Galliae.
272pp, col pls, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2013, 
9781783030033, Paperback, was £14.99

Now £5.95

Sertorius and the 
Struggle for Spain
By Philip Matyszak
Philip Mayszak provides a lively study 
of the career of Quintus sertorius 
and his rebellion against the rule 
of sulla. he traces the course of 
sertorius's campaigns in spain and 
those of Pompey, sent to crush the 
revolt.
208pp, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2013, 9781848847873, 
Paperback, was £19.99

Now £7.95

Sword of Rome
a biography of Marcus 
claudius Marcellus

By Jeremiah B. McCall
Mccall assesses the glittering military 
and political career of Marcellus, 
who gained a legendary status for his 
successes during the period of the 
Punic wars and as the embodiment 
of virtus. he sees Marcellus as very much a man of his 
time, and as only one of a series of militarily competent 
aristocratic commanders. Marcellus’ real talent, Mccall 
argues lay in his political maneuvering and his skillful 
management of his reputation.
150pp, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2012, 9781848843790, 
Hardback, was £19.99

Now £7.95

The Frontiers of 
Imperial Rome
By David J. Breeze
In this important work david breeze 
synthesises the huge amount of 
recent work on romes frontiers, 
analysing the varying systems 
employed across rome’s vast empire. 
he considers how the frontiers 
worked, their relation to the structure of the roman 
army, and their impact on civilian life along the empire's 
borders.
242pp, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2011, 9781848844278, 
Hardback, was £30.00

Now £9.95

Viriathus and the 
Lusitanian Resistance 
to Rome
By Luis Silva
In the middle years of the second 
century bc, rome was engaged in 
the conquest and pacification of what 
is now spain and Portugal.  they 
met with determined resistance 
from several tribes but nobody defied them with more 
determination and skill than Viriathus. this military 
history traces the course of the lusitanian wars, the 
strategy of Viriathus, and the eventual romanization of 
the province.
192pp, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2013, 9781781591284, 
Hardback, was £19.99

Now £7.95

The Ash Chests and 
other Funerary Reliefs
By Glenys Davies
a comprehensive catalogue of the 
roman marble ash chests from the 
collection of henry blundell, now in 
liverpool. It comprises fifty four ash 
chests, forty six separate lids, two 
cinerary vases, two grave altars, six 
gravestones and some fragments, ranging in date from 
the Julio-claudian period to the mid/late second century.
186pp, 116pls., Philipp von Zabern, 2007, 
9783805338080, Hardback, was £69.00

Now £9.95

A Jew Among Romans
the life and legacy of 
Flavius Josephus

By Frederic Raphael
an audacious history of Josephus, 
the Jewish general turned roman 
historian whose emblematic betrayal 
is a touchstone for the Jew alone 
in the Gentile world. raphael goes 
beyond the fascinating details of Josephus’s life and his 
singular literary achievements to examine how Josephus 
has been viewed by posterity
336pp, Random House, 2013, 9780307378163, 
Hardback, was £20.00

Now £7.95
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Augustus
the life of rome's First emperor

By Anthony Everitt
as rome’s first emperor, augustus 
transformed the unruly republic into 
the greatest empire the world had 
ever seen. he worked extraordinarily 
hard, and, within a generation, had 
rebuilt rome, transforming it into a 
splendid metropolis and centre for civil government and 
the arts. In this dynamic and engaging biography, anthony 
everitt uncovers the deeply human character of this 
extraordinary man.
377pp, Random House, 2007, 9780812970586, 
Paperback, was £12.99

Now £4.95

Cicero
the life and times of rome's 
Greatest Politician

By Anthony Everitt
this biographical account describes 
cicero's career from his provincial 
origins through to his tragic end as 
the roman republic crashed around 
him. throughout the text anthony 
everitt makes full use of cicero's own words and those 
of his contemporaries.
Random House, 2003, 9780375758959, Paperback, was 
£13.99

Now £5.95

Dying Every Day
seneca at the court of nero

By James Romm
In this lively book James romm 
examines seneca's role at the court 
of nero, asking to what extent he 
was able to influence the emperor's 
actions, and how his self-enrichment 
at the centre of what has been seen 
as a monstrous administration can be reconciled with 
his own self-presentation as the exemplar of a simple 
philosophical life.
322pp, Random House, 2014, 9780307596871, 
Hardback, was £25.00

Now £7.95

Rome and Jerusalem
the clash of ancient civilizations

By Martin Goodman
In ad 70 three roman legions under 
the future emperors Vespasian and 
his son titus, surrounded, laid siege 
to, and eventually devastated the 
city of Jerusalem. this book narrates 
and explains this titanic struggle, 
showing why rome's interests were served by this 
policy of brutal hostility, and how the first generation of 
christians first distanced themselves from their Jewish 
origins and then became increasingly hostile to Jews as 
christian influence spread within the empire.
black and white illustrations, Random House, 2008, 
9780375726132, Paperback, was £14.99

Now £5.95

The Rise of Rome
the Making of the world's 
Greatest empire

By Anthony Everitt
anthony everitt charts the 
development of rome from its 
origins as a small market town up to 
caesar’s victory in the civil war and 
emergence as sole ruler of rome. he 
shows how rome grew - both internally, via ever more 
ambitious construction projects, and externally, through 
successful military campaigns.
478pp, Random House, 2012, 9781400066636, 
Hardback, was £24.00

Now £7.95

Roman Artillery
By Alan Wilkins
alan wilkins, experienced not only 
in roman archaeology, but also 
in recreating and conducting field 
experiments on catapults, traces the 
history of roman artillery drawing 
on archaeological and literary 
sources. catapult design, manufacture, 
technical solutions, research and 
development are all discussed with reference to 
technical manuals and battle plans of writers such as 
arrian, Vitruvius, Josephus and heron of alexandria.
80pp, b/w illus, Shire Publications, 2003, 9780747805755, 
Paperback, was £6.99

Now £2.95

Carthage
Edited by R. F. Docter, Ridha 
Boussoffara and Pieter Ter Keurs
presents the most recent views of 
carthaginian society, its commerce 
and politics, and the way its society 
was organised. chapters, written by 
leading experts, describe the founding 
of carthage, its merchant and war 
fleets, and the devastating wars with 
rome, as well as the archaeology of the roman city and 
the impact of christianity.
144pp, Sidestone Press, 2015, 9789088903113, Hardback, 
was £19.95

Now £6.95

The Death of Caesar
the story of history's Most 
Famous assassination

By Barry Strauss
a lively account of the famous 
assassination of Julius caesar, which 
explores the motivations of the 
assassins, the extent of the conspiracy, 
and the aftermath. strauss shows how 
meticulously it was planned and emphasises the key role 
of the general decimus.
352pp, b/w pls, Simon and Schuster, 2015, 
9781451668797, Hardback, was £16.99

Now £6.95

Roman Material 
Culture
By Harry Van Enckevort and Translated 
by Xandra Bardet and By Henk 
Hiddink, Glenn Story and Clive Bridger
18 papers on aspects of roman 
material culture. Individual objects 
are published and discussed, including 
an asparagus-knife handle, plugs from 
roman taps, a cloisonne-decorated sword scabbard 
mouthpiece, and miniature amphorae from a roman 
sanctuary. broader articles evaluate brooch production, 
and pottery in the netherlands.
306pp, SPA Uitgevers, 2009, 9789089320155, Paperback, 
was £28.00

Now £9.95

Judaea and Rome in 
Coins 65 BCE-135 CE
Edited by David M. Jacobson 
and Nikos Kokkinos
these papers focus on the relations 
between rome and Judaea as 
reflected in the numismatic record, 
during a period which spans the 
roman conquest of Judaea by Pompey 
through to the last major Jewish uprising against roman 
rule under simon bar-kokhba, and encompasses the 
birth of christianity.
252pp, col illus, Spink Books, 2012, 9781907427220, 
Hardback, was £50.00

Now £14.95

Roman Art
By Michael Siebler
a beautifully illustrated introduction 
to roman art. opening with a 
consideration of the development 
and, in particular the purpose of 
roman art, the book then presents 
and discusses some of the finest 
statues, mosaics, paintings and 
monumental art from museums and 
cities across europe, with rome itself best represented.
96pp, col illus, Taschen, 2007, 9783822854549, Paperback, 
was £6.99

Now £2.95

Chronicle of the 
Roman Emperors
By Christopher Scarre
a highly accessible account 
of the men at the helm of the 
roman empire. scarre presents a 
chronological biography of emperors 
and their acheivements, noting key 
events and turning points in the 
fortune of the Imperial world as reflected by their 
reigns. Includes extracts from classical writers, many 
illustrations and a clear `time-line'.
240pp, 328 illus, Thames and Hudson, 1995, 
9780500289891, Paperback, was £14.95

Now £6.95

Gladiator
By Philip Matyszak
have you seen Gladiator or 
spartacus and felt that a gladiator's 
lifestyle might have something going 
for it? this entertaining book will 
certain give you all the information 
you need to make your decision. 
drawing on ancient literary sources 
and archaeological evidence, Philip 
Matyszak has put together a comprehensive guide to a 
gladiatorial career.
200pp, Thames and Hudson, 2011, 9780500051672, 
Hardback, was £12.95

Now £5.95

Rome and the Sword
By Simon James
In this analysis of the role of the army 
in the roman empire, simon James 
focuses on on the experience of the 
ordinary soldier, and the pervasive 
violence which the military role 
involved. the soldiers could form 
well-disciplined fighting units, bearing 
murderously efficient weapons, 
but they were also habitually unruly, and could be as 
dangerous to their own citizens, to their emperors, or to 
each other, as to their enemies.
328pp, b/w illus, col pls, Thames and Hudson, 2011, 
9780500251829, Hardback, was £18.95

Now £7.95

The Sons of Caesar
Imperial romes' First dynasty

By Philip Matyszak
Matyszak tells the story of imperial 
rome’s first dynasty through the lives 
of six men, caesar, augustus, tiberius, 
Gaius caligula, claudius and nero, 
set against the background of the 
changing social and political climate in 
rome, foreign wars, the strain of an expanding empire, 
domestic crises and disputes, and rivalries for power.
296pp, 90 b/w figs and pls, Thames and Hudson, 2006, 
9780500251287, Hardback, was £18.95

Now £7.95

Roman Glass
reflections on cultural change

By Stuart Fleming
this volume follows the way social 
attitudes and historical events-
among them, slavery and materialism, 
wars and plagues-influenced how 
glassworking developed in the roman 
world from the mid-first century b.c. 
to the late sixth century a.d. woven into this story is 
the place of glassware in roman everyday life, from the 
lady-of-the-house's cosmetic preparations each morning 
to the setting of table for the evening meal.
220pp, b/w and col illus, University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1999, 9780924171727, Hardback, was £51.00

Now £12.95

Augustus
From revolutionary to emperor

By Adrian Goldsworthy
adrian Goldsworthy here follows up 
his earlier biography of Julius caesar 
with a full study of the life of the man 
who was to portray himself as his 
successor, augustus. ambition is the 
main factor which shapes augustus' 
actions in this account, ruthless or pragmatic as each 
situation demanded, his power built through control of 
the military and the promotion of his aupporters to key 
positions to establish what was, at the outset at least, a 
military dictatorship.
610pp, col pls, Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 2015, 
9780753829158, Paperback, was £10.99

Now £4.95

Caesar
the life of a colossus

By Adrian Goldsworthy
In his trademark readable style, 
adrian Goldsworthy tackles the 
vast subject of caesar's life, death, 
and all the bits in between. while 
emphasis is placed on the military 
career of this great general (this 
is, after all, Goldsworthy's speciality), the book also 
seeks to concentrate on his personal relationships, 
his development as a politician, and his unrivalled 
commentaries on his military campaigns.
583pp, b/w pls, Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 2006, 
9780753821589, Paperback, was £14.99

Now £5.95

In the Name of Rome
the Men who won the 
roman empire

By Adrian Goldsworthy
this study focuses on the generals 
whose victories forged and sustained 
the roman empire, focusing less on 
the minutiae of battle strategy than 
on the reasons for actions and their 
consequences for roman government and history.
480pp, 15 b/w figs and maps, Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 
2004, 9780753817896, Paperback, was £12.99

Now £4.95

Catiline The Monster 
of Rome
an ancient case of 
Political assassination

By Francis Galassi
this lively biography aims to rescue 
the reputation of catiline, arguing 
that his goal was genuine and radical 
reform of a corrupt roman system, 
and that he represented a real threat to the senatorial 
order, reflected in the charges of immorality laid against 
him by cicero.
187pp, Westholme Publishing, 2014, 9781594161964, 
Hardback, was £19.99

Now £7.95

The Arts of Antioch
art historical and scientific 
approaches to roman Mosaics 
and a catalogue of the worcester 
art Museum antioch collection

By Lawrence Becker and 
Christine Kondoleon
arts of antioch publishes the results 
of detailed interdisciplinary research 
carried out on the mosaics of the atrium house 
triclinium from antioch and includes a catalogue of the 
mosaics, sculptural pieces, small finds and coins (dating 
from the 4th century bc to the late 12th century ad) 
from the worcester Museum in Massachusetts.
349pp, b/w and col illus, Worcester Art Gallery, 2005, 
9780691122328, Hardback, was £82.50

Now £19.95

Ancient Rome
By Thomas R. Martin
Interweaving social, political, religious, 
and cultural history, Martin interprets 
the successes and failures of the 
romans in war, political organization, 
quest for personal status, and in 
the integration of religious beliefs 
and practices with government. he 
focuses on the central role of social 
and moral values in determining individual conduct as 
well as decisions of state, from monarchy to republic to 
empire.
320pp, b/w illus, Yale University Press, 2012, 
9780300160048, Hardback, was £20.00

Now £7.95

Language and Literacy 
in Roman Judaea
a study of the bar 
kokhba documents

By Michael Owen Wise
this comprehensive exploration 
of language and literacy in the 
multi-lingual environment of roman 
Palestine is based on Michael wise's 
extensive study of 145 hebrew, aramaic, Greek, and 
nabataean contracts and letters preserved among the 
bar kokhba texts. he explores questions of who could 
read, what they read, and how language worked in this 
complex multi-tongued milieu.
544pp, Yale University Press, 2015, 9780300204537, 
Hardback, was £70.00

Now £19.95

Whispering City
rome and Its histories

By R.J.B. Bosworth
an exploration of the many layers 
of history found within the eternal 
city. often beginning his analysis 
with sites and monuments that 
can still be found in contemporary 
rome, bosworth expands his scope 
to review how political groups of different eras-the 
catholic church, makers of the Italian nation, Fascists, 
and "ordinary" romans (be they citizens, immigrants, or 
tourists)-read meaning into the city around them.
358pp, b/w illus, Yale University Press, 2011, 
9780300114713, Hardback, was £25.00

Now £9.95
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Roman Baths in 
Britain
By Ian D. Rotherham
this book explores the importance of 
water and cleanliness to the romans, 
as well as the role of the baths in 
roman life and the engineering 
behind them. rotherham also explains 
the fate of the baths since the decline 
of the roman empire.
128pp, b/w illus, Amberley Publishing, 2012, 
9781445606576, Paperback, was £15.99

Now £6.95

The Britons Challenge 
Rome
By Patricia Southern
a lively introduction to the warfare 
between the britons and the might 
of Imperial rome, from caesar's 
invasions to conquest under 
claudius, the boudican revolt, and the 
campaigns of agricola as related by 
tacitus.
128pp, Amberley Publishing, 2015, 9781445644561, 
Paperback, was £6.99

Now £3.50

Roman Settlement 
and Medieval Manor 
House in South Bristol
By Reg Jackson
this report describes excavations 
at Inss court, bristol. evidence 
was found for occupation starting 
in the  late Iron age, with three 
romano-british buildings with stone  
foundations dating to the 3rd and 4th centuries ad. the 
excavations also uncovered the west and  north ranges 
of a medieval manor house, dated to the 14th and  15th 
centuries.
116pp, b/w and col illus, Bristol and Regional Archaeology, 
2007, 9780900199561, Paperback, was £15.00

Now £6.95

Excavations at 
Kingscote and 
Wycomb, 
Gloucestershire
a roman estate centre and 
small town in the cotswolds

By Jane R. Timby
detailed report into all aspects of 
these two roman sites, an estate centre and a small 
town; method, excavations, architectural feat ures, a huge 
range of finds and environmental and skeletal evidence.
476pp, b/w figs and illus, Cotswold Archaeology, 1989, 
9780952319610, Paperback, was £39.00

Now £6.95

Environmental 
Evidence from the 
Colonia
By A. R. Hall
this report deals with biological 
evidence from two sites within the 
area of the roman civil town or 
colonia close to the river ouse and 
the probable roman river crossing. 
both sites were extensively sampled and the material has 
provided the first opportunity in york to examine richly 
organic waterlogged roman deposits formed on surfaces 
rather than as the fills of wells or other subsurface 
features.
148pp, b/w illus, Council for British Archaeology, 1990, 
9780906780909, Paperback, was £10.00

Now £4.95

Women in Roman 
Britain
By Lindsay Allason-Jones
chronicles the latest discoveries – 
tombstones, writing tablets, curse 
tablets, burials and artefacts – to 
create a vivid picture of the lives, 
habits and thoughts of women in 
britain over four centuries. diversity 
of backgrounds, traditions and tastes lies at the heart 
of the book – displaying the cosmopolitan nature of the 
romano-british society. lindsay allason-Jones explores 
all aspects of women’s life – from social status to 
hairstyles.
209pp, 209, b/w illus, Council for British Archaeology, 2005, 
9781902771434, Paperback, was £14.95

Now £4.95

A Roman Maltings At 
Beck Row, Mildenhall, 
Suffolk
By Ellen Bales
a report on a large timber aisled 
roman building, which was fully 
rebuilt after burning down and was 
then abandoned after a second fire 
in the 3rd century. the building was 
used for agricultural rather than domestic purposes, 
possibly as a malt house.
74pp, 6 b/w pls, 25 b/w figs, 20 tbs, East Anglian 
Archaeology, 2004, 9780860552802, Paperback, was 
£10.00

Now £4.95

EAA 93: Excavation of 
a Romano-British 
Settlement on the 
A149 Snettisham 
Bypass, 1989
By Myk Flitcroft
the mid first to late second century 
romano-british settlement at 
snettisham was based on a mixed economy of farming 
and low intensity industry and demonstrated the survival 
of traditional techniques of house construction, and the 
continued importance of handmade pottery.
88pp, 45 b/w figs, East Anglian Archaeology, 2001, 
9780905594316, Paperback, was £11.50

Now £4.95

The Roman Baths and 
Macellum at Wroxeter
excavations by Graham 
webster 1955-85

By Peter Ellis
report from the 1955–85 excava-
tions on the southern part of an 
insula containing a market hall. Much 
of the volume reports on the large 
assemblage of finds, many of which date to the original 
building campaign, including coins, small finds, brooches, 
gems, glass, pottery and industrial and environmental 
remains
394pp, many b/w illus, English Heritage, 2000, 
9781850746065, Paperback, was £55.00

Now £9.95

Excavations At Barrow 
Hills, Radley, 
Oxfordshire, 1983-5
Volume 2: the romano 
british cemetery and anglo 
saxon settlement

By R. A. Chambers and E. McAdam
the romano-british cemetery 
consisted of 69 burials dating to the 3rd and 4th 
centuries; both inhumations and cremations were found. 
the anglo-saxon settlement dates by finds evidence to 
the 4th-early 7th centuries.
280pp, 178 figs, 8 plates, Lancaster, 2007, 
9780947816735, Hardback, was £24.99

Now £7.50

Excavations in the 
Middle Walbrook 
Valley
By Tony Wilmott
a synthesis of material excavated 
by the Guildhall Museum along the 
course of the walbrook stream 
between 1927 and 1960. noted for 
their roman finds, seven sites are 
discussed and a history of the development of the area 
is created.
189pp, 117 b/w figs and pls, London and Middlesex Arch 
Soc, 1991, 9780903290395, Paperback, was £19.95

Now £6.95

The Oriental Cults In 
Roman Britain
By Eve Harris and John Richard Harris
what are the reasons behind the 
contamination of oriental cults in 
roman britain? what circumstances 
led to this spiritual upheaval, the 
results of which contributed to the 
triumph of christianity? this problem 
is at the centre of this classic study by e. harris and J.r. 
harris.
120pp, Mimesis International, 2014, 9788857524009, 
Paperback, was £8.00

Now £3.95

A Roman Drainage 
Culvert, Great Fire 
Destruction Debris 
and Other Evidence 
from Hillside Sites 
North-East of London 
Bridge
By Ian Blair and David Sankey
early roman quarrying at Monument house was 
followed by timber buildings. a 3rd-century ad stone 
building included a subterranean drainage culvert. 
at 13–21 eastcheap early buildings were sealed by 
hadrianic fire debris.
79pp, MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology), 2008, 
9781901992694, Paperback, was £8.95

Now £3.95

A Romano-British 
Cemetery on Watling 
Street
excavations at 165 dover 
street, southwark, london

By Anthony Mackinder
the cemetery was most extensive in 
the early third century, and indicates 
that construction of high-status mausolea and other 
burial structures extended about half a kilometre down 
watling street from the boundary of the settlement.
74pp, 43 figs, 17 tables, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2000, 9781901992113, Paperback, was 
£5.00

Now £1.95

Becoming Roman
excavation of a late Iron age to 
roman landscape at Monkston

By Raoul Bull and Simon Davis
occupation along the east side of 
the ouzel valley included a late Iron 
age field system and a cremation 
cemetery, with catuvellauni funerary 
traditions continuing into the roman 
post-conquest period. later 1st-century ad fields, 
timber structures and a large enclosure were associated 
with farming near roman watling street.
73pp, MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology), 2006, 
9781901992670, Paperback, was £7.95

Now £3.95

Pre-Boudican and 
later activity on the 
site of the forum
By Lesley Dunwoodie
new evidence of londinium’s 
pre-boudican origins and its first 
and second fora has been found at 
a site on cornhill. In the ad 50s 
commercial or military storage 
buildings were established, including a granary, with a 
marketplace or open public area to the west.
67pp, MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology), 2004, 
9781901992533, Paperback, was £7.95

Now £3.95

Prehistoric Landscape 
to Roman Villa
excavations at beddington, 
surrey, 1981-7

By Isca Howell
excavations at beddington have 
uncovered a long occupation 
sequence which includes late bronze 
age or early Iron age fields, a late 
Iron age enclosed settlement and early roman finds. a 
villa was established at the site in the late 2nd century 
ad and included a house, bathhouse and five other 
buildings.
135pp, 85 col and b/w illus, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2005, 9781901992564, Paperback, was 
£10.95

Now £4.95

Roman and medieval 
Cripplegate, City of 
London
archaeological excavations 1992-8.

By Elizabeth Howe and David Lakin
this volume presents the results of 
work from five separate developer-
funded excavations between 1992-8. 
bronze age field ditches were sealed 
by domestic buildings relating to the expansion of early 
roman london after ad 70.  extensive reoccupation 
came with the establishment of burgage plots after ad 
1050.
160pp, 93 b/w illus, 22 tables, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2004, 9781901992427, Paperback, was 
£13.95

Now £5.95

Roman and Medieval 
Development South of 
Newgate
excavations at 3-9 newgate street 
and 16-17 old bailey, city of london

By Ken Pitt
Important new evidence of londons 
2nd-century ad roman pottery 
industry. Up to eight kilns, producing Verulamium region 
white ware, and a probable potters workshop represent 
two phases of production.
84pp, 64 b/w illus, 23 tabs, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2006, 9781901992588, Paperback, was 
£9.95

Now £4.95

Roman Defences and 
Medieval Industry
excavations at baltic house, 
city of london

By Elizabeth Howe
excavations at the site of baltic 
house uncovered evidence of 
occupation dating from roman times 
onward. this included a large V-shaped 
ditch which formed part of a late 1st-century defensive 
boundary along the northeast side of the roman 
settlement and evidence for industrial activity between 
the 13th and 15th centuries.
122pp, 81 b/w illus, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2002, 9781901992175, Paperback, was 
£12.95

Now £4.95

Roman Pottery 
Production in the 
Walbrook Valley
excavations at 20-28 Moorgate, 
city of london, 1998-2000

By Fiona Seeley and James 
Drummond-Murray
excavations have uncovered 
important new evidence of the second century ad 
roman pottery industry, with up to eight kilns and a 
probable potters' workshop recorded on the west side 
of a major tributary of the walbrook stream.
221pp, 186 col and b/w illus, 33 tabs, MOLA (Museum of 
London Archaeology), 2006, 9781901992557, Paperback, 
was £28.95

Now £9.95

Roman Waterfront 
Development at 12 
Arthur Street, City of 
London
By Dan Swift
new evidence for roman london’s 
riverfront development is presented 
here, constituting an important 
addition to our knowledge of the 
foreshore, its waterfront, quays and buildings.
78pp, MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology), 2007, 
9781901992625, Paperback, was £8.95

Now £3.95

The Roman Tower at 
Shadwell
a reappraisal

By David Lakin, Fiona Seeley, 
Joanna Bird and Kevin Rielly
a new analysis and reinterpretation 
of the fascinating site at shadwell, 
located on the north bank of the 
thames.  lakin et al argue that early 
roman quarrying gave way to a cremation cemetery 
during the 2nd century. the construction of the 9m 
square ‘tower’, dated to the 2nd century or later, is 
consistent with that of a mausoleum.
72pp, 27 b/w illus, MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology), 
2002, 9781901992274, Paperback, was £6.95

Now £2.95

Dating and 
interpreting the past 
in the western Roman 
Empire
Edited by David Bird
this volume presents a collection 
of more than 30 papers in honour 
of brenda dickinson. divided into 
thematic sections, papers are mostly 
concerned with her principal area of study, samian, with 
topics including production and organisation, decoration, 
stamps and other marks, the use of samian ware in 
illuminating aspects of life and death, and aspects of 
cooking methods and dining.
384pp, col and b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2012, 
9781842174432, Hardback, was £65.00

Now £9.95
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Roman Inscriptions of 
Britain Volume III
By R. S. O. Tomlin, R. P. Wright 
and M. W. C. Hassall
this volume is the long-promised 
continuation of  roman Inscriptions 
of britain.  It presents some 550 
inscriptions in geographical sequence, 
with individual commentaries and 
accompanying drawings, as well as re-examining many of 
the originals.
524pp, Oxbow Books, 2009, 9781842173688, Hardback, 
was £70.00

Now £24.95

Roman Manchester
the University of Manchester's 
excavations within the Vicus 2001-5

By Richard A. Gregory
this volume presents the results 
of excavations in castleford close 
to Manchester city centre, which 
unearthed evidence of roman 
military, commercial and industrial 
activity, remains relating to ritual/cult activity, and an 
extensive collection of roman artefacts.
208pp, 102 b/w illus, 44 tables, Oxbow Books, 2007, 
9781842172711, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £10.00

The Best Training 
Ground for 
Archaeologists
Francis haverfield and the Invention 
of romano-british archaeology

By P. W. M. Freeman
a biography of Francis haverfield, the 
‘father of romano-british studies’, 
and a history of the development of romano-british 
archaeology in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. 
688pp, Oxbow Books, 2007, 9781842172803, Paperback, 
was £30.00

Now £4.95

TRAC 2005
Proceedings of the Fifteenth annual 
theoretical roman archaeology 
conference, birmingham 2005

By Ben Croxford, Helen 
Goodchild and Jason Lucas
of the twenty-three papers delivered 
at trac 2005, this volume presents 
eight, plus three special contributions. 
these three papers were commissioned to mark the 
fifteenth year of trac with the intention that they 
should take stock of trac to date and look to where it 
may go in the future.
144pp, b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2006, 9781842172193, 
Paperback, was £30.00

Now £7.50

Between Villa and 
Town
excavations of a roman roadside 
settlement and shrine at higham 
Ferrers, northamptonshire

By Alex Smith, Steve Lawrence 
and Alexander Smith
this volume presents the results 
of archaeological investigation of a 
substantial roman settlement. established along the 
eastern side of a road in the early 2nd century ad 
with an array of circular stone buildings, it underwent a 
significant transformation around 100 years later.
361pp, Oxford Archaeology, 2009, 9780904220445, 
Hardback, was £19.99

Now £7.50

The Roman Roadside 
Settlement at 
Westhawk Farm, 
Ashford, Kent
By Paul Booth, Anne-Marie 
Bingham and Steve Lawrence
Publishes the excavations at a large 
roman settlement estab lished at an 
important road junction shortly after 
the roman conquest. It contained contrasting groups of 
carefully laid out plots and unplanned areas. excavated 
timber buildings included circular and rectilinear 
structures and a polygonal shrine.
420pp, Oxford Archaeology, 2008, 9780904220483, 
Hardback, was £25.00

Now £7.50

Art and Society in 
Fourth-Centry Britain
Villa Mosaics in context

By Sarah Scott
this volume builds upon the copious 
and varied research on villa mosaics 
in roman britain and evaluates it 
within the context of elite social life 
in the 4th century ad. It argues that 
the mosaics were an integral part of the rich lifestyle of 
the elite in this period and played an important role in 
defining their status.
12pp, 75 illus, Oxford University School of Archaeology, 
2000, 9780947816537, Paperback, was £28.00

Now £5.00

The Danebury 
Environs Roman 
Programme
By Barry Cunliffe and Cynthia Poole
From 1997 to 2006 the danebury 
trust, under the direction of barry 
cunliffe, excavated seven sites on the 
chalk downland of eastern hampshire 
to explore the rural settlement of 
the region in the roman period. the volumes make a 
major contribution to our understanding of Iron age and 
roman britain.
1295pp, Oxford University School of Archaeology, 2008, 
9781905905119, Hardback, was £150.00

Now £49.95

Cotswold Studies II
excavations, survey and 
records around cirencester

By Richard Reece
details a series of small-scale 
excavations in and around 
cirencester from 1968-1985. the 
sites run from the late Iron age up 
to the nineteenth century, and are 
supplemented by observations on the results and the 
questions they raise.
128pp, Richard Reece, 9780905853260, Paperback, was 
£7.95

Now £3.95

My Roman Britain
By Richard Reece
a personal view - stimulating and 
provoking - of romano-british 
studies.
164pp, Richard Reece, 1988, 
9780905853215, Paperback, was 
£14.95

Now £5.95

Roman Coins from 
140 Sites in Britain
By Richard Reece
contains summary lists of coins from 
140 sites across england and wales 
together with illustrations of how 
such lists might be of use. the sites 
are organised according to type (large 
towns, rural sites, military sites etc) 
and by chronological period.
107pp, numerous tables., Richard Reece, 1991, 
9781873132203, Paperback, was £9.90

Now £3.95

Fosse Lane, Shepton 
Mallet 1990
excavations of a romano-
british roadside settlement at 
shepton Mallet, somerset

By Peter E. Leach
a detailed report on the excava-
tion of a romano-british roadside 
settlement in somerset. sections 
examine the buildings, structures, burials and the finds 
as well as consider the date and significance of the 
settlement.
348pp, 81 figs, 24 plates, Roman Society Publications, 
2001, 9780907764274, Paperback, was £47.00

Now £7.50

Life and Labour in 
Late Roman Silchester
excavations in Insula Ix since 1997

By Michael Fulford, Amanda 
Clarke and Hella Eckhardt
these excavations show that the 
Insula underwent radical change, c. 
ad 250/300, with the construction 
of new workshop and residential 
buildings on the orientation of the roman street-
grid, following the demolition of mid-roman buildings 
arranged on different, pre- and early roman alignments.
404pp, 125 illus, Roman Society Publications, 2006, 
9780907764335, Paperback, was £68.00

Now £25.00

Longthorpe II
the Military works depot: an 
episode in landscape history

By G. B. Dannell and John Peter Wild
this volume describes the pottery-
making depot attached to the 
pre-Flavian vexillation fortress of 
longthorpe near Peterborough and 
and throws light on the problems 
of supply of the roman army during the conquest 
campaigns.
206pp, 27 b/w pls, 48 figs, tbs, Roman Society Publications, 
1987, 9780907764083, Paperback, was £15.75

Now £5.00

Central and East 
Gaulish Mould-
Decorated Samian 
Ware in the Royal 
Ontario Museum
By Alison Harle Easson
Most of the 111 pieces described and 
illustrated (with line drawings) in this 
catalogue come from roman london.
49pp, illus, Royal Ontario Museum, 1988, 9780888543240, 
Paperback, was £15.00

Now £2.95

Pottery in Roman 
Britain
By Guy de la Bedoyere
a short introduction to the 
abundance of romano-british  
ceramic finds. the author examines 
their production and  distribution 
and use, ranging from kitchenware to 
lamps, tiles figurines and even moulds 
for metalworking, in an attempt to identify patterns in 
decoration, colour, fabric and sources, elucidating aspects 
of trade and daily life in four centuries of  roman britain.
72pp, 54 b/w illus, Shire Publications, 2000, 
9780747804697, Paperback, was £6.99

Now £2.95

Roman Baths in 
Britain
By Tony Rook
this short guide to baths in britain 
outlines the construction methods 
used, the architectural development 
of buildings, their layout and structure, 
how they operated and how they 
were used. It is also a guide to the 
remains of these buildings that can be visited today 
and rook includes a gazetteer of sites with short 
descriptions and directions.
64pp, b/w illus, Shire Publications, 1992, 9780747801573, 
Paperback, was £6.99

Now £2.95

Romano-British Coin 
Hoards
By Richard Abdy
this is not a study of romano-british 
coins per se , but rather a study of 
hoards found in the former provinces 
of britannia. It combines both an 
introduction to hoarding, discussing 
some of the major discoveries in 
recent times, and an outline history of hoards and 
coinage from the early conquest period to the 5th 
century ad
72pp, b/w illus, Shire Publications, 2002, 9780747805328, 
Paperback, was £6.99

Now £2.95

The Gods of Roman 
Britain
By Miranda Green
an examination of the religious 
beliefs of the people of the roman 
province of britain, from the celtic 
background to the composite religion 
which eventually emerged.
76pp, 71 illus, Shire Publications, 1995, 
9780852636343, Paperback, was £6.99

Now £2.95

Roman Mosaics of 
Britain Volume II
Volume II: south-west britain

By David S. Neal and Stephen R. Cosh
Presented in the form of a county 
gazetteer, each mosaic is described, 
with drawings, photographs of 
figured elements and references. the 
south west has britain’s greatest 
concentration of figured mosaics, including, at hinton st 
Mary, one of the earliest depictions of christ.
406pp, Society of Antiquaries of London, 2006, 
9780954791612, Hardback, was £160.00

Now £50.00

Roman Mosaics of 
Britain Volume III
south-east britain

By David S. Neal and Stephen R. Cosh
the third volume covers the areas of 
britain that were first to come under 
roman control and where some of 
britain’s most impressive mosaics are 
to be found - in colchester, silchester, 
london and Verulamium, and in villas and palaces at 
brading, bignor, Fishbourne and rockbourne.
600pp, Society of Antiquaries of London, 2009, 
9780854312894, Hardback, was £200.00

Now £50.00

Roman Mosaics of 
Britain Volume IV
western britain

By Stephen R. Cosh and David S. Neal
the area covered by the fourth and 
final volume in the corpus is one 
of the richest regions of britain in 
economic as well as architectural and 
artistic terms and this is reflected in 
the quantity and quality of the region’s mosaics, which 
include the largest figured mosaic ever found in britain - 
the woodchester orpheus pavement.
480pp, c.500 b/w and col photographs and line drawings, 
Society of Antiquaries of London, 2010, 9780854312948, 
Hardback, was £160.00

Now £50.00

Roman Inscriptions of 
Britain I: Epigraphic 
Indexes
Edited by Roger Goodburn 
and Helen Waugh
an index of places where inscriptions 
can be found to accompany Volume 
I of "the roman Inscriptions of 
britain". It is divided into 16 major 
reference groups which comprise some 61 separate 
indexes.
128pp, Sutton Publishing Ltd, 1983, 9780862990268, 
Hardback, was £18.00

Now £4.95

Roman Inscriptions of 
Britain Volume II, 
fascicule 2
Edited by Sheppard S. Frere 
and By R. S. O. Tomlin
covers inscriptions on weights, metal 
vessels (gold, silver, bronze, lead and 
pewter), shale and glass vessels and 
spoons.
142pp, 8pl., Sutton Publishing Ltd, 1991, 9780862998202, 
Hardback, was £35.00

Now £6.95
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Roman Inscriptions of 
Britain, Volume II, 
Fascicule 3
By Sheppard S. Frere and R. S. O. Tomlin
Inscriptions on brooches, rings, gems, 
bracelets; helmets, shields, weapons, 
and other military equipment; iron 
tools; baldric and belt fittings; votives 
in gold, silver and bronze; lead pipes, 
roundels, sheets and other lead objects; stone, bone and 
pottery roundels, and other objects of bone.
176pp, with drawings in text, 16 pl., Sutton Publishing Ltd, 
1991, 9780862999353, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £6.95

The Roman 
Inscriptions of Britain 
Vol. II, Fasicule 5
By Sheppard S. Frere
the fifth fasicule of rIb II covers 
inscriptions on the tile stamps of 
the  classis britannica ; imperial, 
procuratorial and civic tile stamps; 
stamps of private tilers; inscriptions 
on relief-patterned tiles and graffiti on tiles.
162pp, with illus and 8 plates., Sutton Publishing Ltd, 1993, 
9780750903196, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £6.95

The Roman 
Inscriptions of Britain 
Vol. II, Fasicule 6
By Sheppard S. Frere
this fascicule covers dipinti and 
graffiti on amphorae and mortaria, 
inscriptions in white barbotine, dipinti 
on coarse pottery, samian barbotine 
or moulded inscriptions.
102pp, with figs and 8 plates., Sutton Publishing Ltd, 1994, 
9780750905367, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £6.95

The Roman 
Inscriptions of Britain 
Volume II, Fascicule 7
By Sheppard S. Frere and R. S. O. Tomlin
this fascicule is devoted to graffiti 
on samian ware, of which 879 
examples have been collected. this 
large number, and the fact that samian 
sherds can usually be dated, provides 
a valuable statistical basis for the study of nomenclature, 
abbreviations, the growth of basic literacy and other 
epigraphic questions.
152pp, with text-figs., Sutton Publishing Ltd, 1995, 
9780750907439, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £6.95

The Roman 
Inscriptions of Britain 
Volume II, Fascicule 8
By Sheppard S. Frere and R. S. O. Tomlin
this fascicule covers graffiti on coarse 
pottery cut before and after firing; a 
stamp on coarse pottery and addenda 
and corrigenda to fascicules 1-8.
165pp, with figs, illus and 8 plates., 
Sutton Publishing Ltd, 1995, 9780750909167, Hardback, 
was £35.00

Now £6.95

The Roman 
Inscriptions of Britain, 
Volume II, Fascicule 4
By Sheppard S. Frere and R. S. O. Tomlin
this fascicule includes inscriptions 
on wooden objects (barrels, waxed 
tablets); leather; oculists’ stamps; 
wallplaster and mosaics; handmills; 
stone tablets, balls, pebbles, votives; 
jet; caly figurines and objects; antefixes; tile-stamps (leg 
II, leg VI, leg Ix, leg xx and auxiliary units).
256pp, with drawings, 8 pls., Sutton Publishing Ltd, 1992, 
9780750900867, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £6.95

The Romans Who 
Shaped Britain
By Sam Moorhead
In this new narrative history of 
roman britain, Moorhead and  
stuttard take an unashamedly 
traditional approach, focusing on  the 
deeds and motivations of the roman 
emperors, generals and governors 
who  conquered, pacified and ruled britain, as well as 
exploring the  actions of some of the principal british 
tribal leaders.
288pp, b/w illus, col pls, Thames and Hudson, 2012, 
9780500251898, Hardback, was £18.95

Now £7.95

To Rule Britannia
the claudian Invasion 
of britain, ad 43

By John Waite
an in depth look at the roman 
invasion of britain. John waite pays 
particular attention to logistical 
matters, such as the size of the 
army, aspects of provisioning and 
the shipping necessary for transport, as well as the 
considerations involved in choosing a landing site.
The History Press, 2011, 9780752451497, Paperback, was 
£17.99

Now £6.95

A46 Nottinghamshire 
By Nicholas Cooke and Andrew Mudd
the a46 trunk road in 
nottinghamshire has its origins as the 
roman Fosse way, and archaeological 
work ahead of road improvements 
has shed new light on both roman 
and pre-roman use of this transect 
of land.  a number of significant sites 
were revealed, including evidence for 
Iron age and roman settlement in the hinterland around 
the roman small town of Margidunum near bingham.
500pp, Wessex Archaeology, 2015, 9780955353468, 
Hardback, was £34.95

Now £7.95

Settling the Ebbsfleet 
Valley vol 3
By Catherine Barnett, Jessica M. 
Grimm, Jacqueline I. McKinley 
and Chris J. Stevens
the detailed specialist reports in this 
volume cover the late Iron age and 
roman human bone and animal bone 
assemblages recovered during the 
reported excavations, as well as environmental remains 
and dating evidence relating to contemporary landscape, 
subsistence and economy.
240pp, Wessex Archaeology, 2011, 9780954597054, 
Hardback, was £30.00

Now £7.95

The Romano-British 
Peasant
towards a study of People, 
landscapes and work during the 
roman occupation of britain

By Mike McCarthy
this important and significant volume 
examines, for the first time, the 
ordinary people of roman britain.  
It looks at how people earned a living, family size and 
structure, social behaviour, customs and taboos and the 
impact of the presence of non-locals and foreigners, 
using archaeology, texts and ethnography.
160pp, Illus., Windgather Press, 2013, 9781905119479, 
Paperback, was £29.95

Now £12.95

Fronto: Selected 
Letters
By Caillan Davenport and 
Jennifer Manley
M. cornelius Fronto was a roman 
senator from north africa, and the 
foremost latin orator and legal 
advocate of the mid-second century 
a.d. this collection features new 
english translations and commentaries on fifty-four 
letters from Fronto's correspondence, selected with 
particular emphasis on court politics and intrigue, the 
Parthian war, and family relationships among members of 
the roman elite.
240pp, Bloomsbury, 2013, 9781780934426, Paperback, 
was £21.99

Now £7.95

Cicero: Catilinarians
Edited by Andrew R. Dyck
divided between deliberative 
speeches given in the senate (1 and 4) 
and informational speeches delivered 
before the general public (2 and 3), 
the catilinarians illustrate cicero's 
adroit handling of several distinct 
types of rhetoric. latin text with 
introduction and commentary.
312pp, Cambridge University Press, 2008, 
9780521832861, Hardback, was £72.00

Now £9.95

Cicero: De Oratore 
Book III
Edited by David Mankin
cicero's de oratore is one of the 
masterpieces of latin prose. this 
edition of book III is the first since 
1893 to provide a latin text and full 
introduction and commentary in 
english.
358pp, Cambridge University Press, 2011, 
9780521596572, Paperback, was £27.99

Now £7.95

Pliny's Women
By Jaqueline Carlon
combining detailed prosopo-graphy 
with close literary analysis, Jacqueline 
carlon examines the identities of 
the women whom Pliny includes in 
his letters, and how they and the 
men with whom they are associated 
contribute both to this presentation 
of exemplary romans and particularly 
to his own self-promotion.
270pp, Cambridge University Press, 2009, 
9780521761321, Hardback, was £67.00

Now £19.95

Ovid and his Love 
Poetry
By Rebecca Armstrong
rebecca armstrong offers a thematic 
examination of some important 
aspects of the amores, ars amatoria 
and remedia amoris. starting from 
an investigation of the narrator's self-
creation and presentation of other 
characters within his amatory verse, she assesses the 
importance of mythical and contemporary reference, as 
well as the influence of the erotic on ovid's later works.
214pp, Gerald Duckworth and Co Ltd., 2005, 
9780715632895, Paperback, was £28.99

Now £9.95

Virgil
By Peter Levi
Peter levi here reconstructs the 
poet's life, from a childhood largely 
shrouded in mystery to his work as a 
great literary genius and revolutionary 
poet, by examining archaeological and 
historical evidence from augustan 
rome, as well as through close 
readings of the poet's own work.
264pp, I.B. Tauris, 2012, 9781848859043, Paperback, was 
£12.99

Now £5.95

Gendered Dynamics in 
Latin Love Poetry
By Ronnie Ancona
this volume, the first to focus 
specifically on gender dynamics in 
latin love poetry, moves beyond 
the polarized critical positions that 
argue that this poetry either confirms 
traditional gender roles or subverts 
them. rather, the essays in the collection explore the 
ways in which latin erotic texts can have both effects, 
shifting power back and forth between male and female.
372pp, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005, 
9780801881985, Hardback, was £46.50

Now £14.95

Elegiac Passion
Jealousy in roman love elegy

By Ruth Rothaus Caston
this study begins by examining 
the differences between the 
elegiac treatment of love and that 
of philosophy, whether stoic or 
epicurean. ruth caston uses the main 
chapters to address the depiction of 
jealousy in the love relationship and explores in detail 
the role of the senses, the role of readers-both those 
internal and external to the poems-, and the use of 
violence as a response to jealousy.
176pp, Oxford University Press, 2012, 9780199925902, 
Hardback, was £61.00

Now £14.95

Senecan Tragedy and 
the Reception of 
Augustan Poetry
By Christopher V. Trinacty
by reading senecan tragedy through 
an intertextual lens, trinacty reveals 
seneca's awareness of his historical 
moment, in which the augustan 
period was eroding steadily around 
him. seneca, looking back to the poetry of horace, Virgil, 
and ovid, acts as a critical interpreter of both their work 
and their era.
272pp, Oxford University Press, 2014, 9780199356560, 
Hardback, was £59.00

Now £14.95

The Deaths of Seneca
By James Ker
the forced suicide of seneca is 
one of the most tortured-and 
most revisited-death scenes from 
classical antiquity. James ker offers a 
comprehensive analysis of the scene, 
situating it in the roman imagination 
and tracing its many subsequent 
interpretations. at the book's centre 
is an exploration of seneca's own prolific writings about 
death.
432pp, Oxford University Press, 2013, 9780199959693, 
Paperback, was £29.49

Now £9.95

Archaeology of the 
Frontier in the 
Medieval Near East
By Scott Redford
this report provides the evidence 
from the 11th to 13th century levels 
of the rural settlement of Grittle 
in turkey, and explores the socio-
economic dynamics of life in this 
march-land between the disintegrating byzantine empire, 
the newly established crusader states and the seljuk 
empire.
315pp, b/w illus, Archaeological Institute of America, 1998, 
9780924171659, Hardback, was £72.50

Now £6.95

Encounters
travel and Money in the 
byzantine world

By Eurydice S. Georganteli 
and Barrie Cook
the study of byzantine coins 
is essentially the study of 
communications and movement of 
people and ideas, within and outside 
byzantium. this highly illustrated volume, focuses on over 
50 coins to explore the empire's political and socio-
economic development and cultural relations with its 
neighbours.
72pp, col illus, Art Books International, 2006, 
9781904832270, Paperback, was £6.95

Now £3.95

Band of Angels
the Forgotten world of 
early christian women

By Kate Cooper
though they are often forgotten, 
women from all walks of life played 
an invaluable role in christianity’s 
growth to become a world religion. 
by mobilizing friends and family to 
spread the word from household to household, they 
created a wave of change not unlike modern ‘viral’ 
marketing.
368pp, Atlantic Books, 2014, 9781848873308, Paperback, 
was £9.99

Now £4.95
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